AGRICULTURE
-(INDIA)

1 Agriculture in retrospective-study.
MONTHLY PUBLIC OPINION SURVEY, V.52(No.9), 2007(June): P.11-16
** Agriculture-(India).

2 SUD, Surinder
Toward's a rainbow revolution.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(24.8.2007)

Discusses the need of rainbow revolution in the field of agriculture in India.
** Agriculture-(India).

-(INDIA-NORTH EAST)

3 CHAKRABORTY, Banhi and PATHAK, C.R
Agricultural backwardness and poverty of North-East India, P.27-49, in.
BASU, DEBASHIS AND OTHERS(ED): AGRICULTURE, FOOD SECURITY, NUTRITION AND HEALTH IN NORTH EAST INDIA, 2006 New Delhi, Mittal Publications.
** Agriculture-(India-North East); Poverty.

-AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES-OPIUM

4 CHOPRA, Anuj
Killing fields.
HINDU, 2007(19.8.2007)

Focuses on malaise of drug addiction in Afghanistan as it produces most of world's opium.
** Agriculture-Agricultural commodities-opium.

5 PANKETH, Anne
Record opium crop helps Taliban fund resistance.
TRIBUNE, 2007(29.8.2007)
** Agriculture-Agricultural commodities-opium.

-AGRICULTURAL CREDIT

6 ONOGWU, G.O and ARENE, C.J
Effects of lending policies of formal and informal micro-finance institutions on access to agricultural credit in Nigeria.
JOURNAL OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT, V.26(No.2), 2007(April-June): P.177-187
** Agriculture-Agricultural credit.

7 SHYLENDRA, H.S
Micro finance bill:Missing the forest for the trees.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.27), 2007(14.7.2007):
-AGRICULTURAL CREDIT

P2910-2914

Analyses the criticism over the proposed Micro finance bill 2007.
** Agriculture-Agricultural credit.

8 SOMASHEKHARA REDDY, S.T
Diary of a money lender.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.29), 2007(21.7.2007):
P3037-3043

Examines the role of village money lenders in future rural credit strategies on the basis of a diary maintained by a money lender from the Anantpur district of Andhra Pradesh.
** Agriculture-Agricultural credit.

9 SRINIVASAN, N
Policy issues and role of banking system in financial inclusion.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007):
P3091-3095
** Agriculture-Agricultural credit.

-AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY

10 SHARDA SINGH and BHAGAL, R.M
Geo-informatics-Modern IT tools for agricultural management.
INDIAN FARMING, V.57(No.3), 2007(June): P.15-17
** Agriculture-Agricultural implements and machinery.

11 SHUKLA, N.D and others
Impact of technology adoption on social change in Eastern Uttar Pradesh.
JOURNAL OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT, V.26(No.2), 2007: P.253-277

Indicates significant change in socio-economic status of all groups of farmers in eastern Uttar Pradesh through adoption of agricultural technology.
** Agriculture-Agricultural Implements and Machinery.

-AGRICULTURAL POLICY-(INDIA)

12 NARAYANAMOORTHY, A
Declaration in agricultural growth: Technology fatigue or policy fatigue?
ECONOMIC & POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.25), 2007(23.6.2007):
P2375-2377
** Agriculture-Agricultural policy-(India).

** - Keywords
13 JOSHI, Dharmakirti and BHARDWAJ, Parul
Monsoons and agricultural prospects.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(27.8.2007)

Discusses the impact of deficient rainfall on agriculture.
** Agriculture-Agricultural production-(India).

14 PANDA, Manoj
Agriculture and poverty reduction, P.111-129, in.
RAY, SHOVAN(ED):HANDBOOK OF AGRICULTURE IN INDIA, 2007
New Delhi, Oxford University Press.
** Agriculture-Agricultural production-(India); Poverty.

15 SWAMINATHAN, M.S
Agriculture on spaceship earth, P.161-183, in.
RANGARAJAN, MAHESH(ED):ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN INDIA, 2007
Delhi, Dorling Kindersley.

Deals with agricultural production in India.
** Agriculture-Agricultural production-(India).

16 GULATI, Ashok and others
Punjab needs a new plough to regain leadership role.
THE ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(31.8.2007)

Explain how to reverse negative growth rate of Punjab's
Agricultural Crop production.
** Agriculture-Agricultural production-(India-Punjab).

17 GUPTA, S.K.
Genetically Modified Foods.
YOJANA, V.51, 2007(July 2007): P.63-66

Discusses the benefits and drawbacks of Genetically Modified Foods
** Agriculture-Agricultural research.

18 DHAR, Biswajit
Agricultural trade and protection.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.27), 2007(14.7.2007):
P2904-2909

Examines the rationale of liberalising agricultural trade after
the Uruguay Round of Negotiations at WTO and also explores the
** - Keywords
AGRICULTURAL TRADE

need for strategic interventions by developing countries.
** Agriculture-Agricultural trade.

19 SAVITHA, B and RAGHUPATHI REDDY, G
Problems perceived by the farmers in Rythu bazaars and suggestions for their effective functioning.
INDIAN JOURNAL OF SOCIAL RESEARCH, V.48(No.2), 2007(April-June): P.199-204
** Agriculture-Agricultural trade.

20 SHARMA, Ravesh
Managing risk in agriculture.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(24.8.2007)
** Agriculture-Agricultural trade.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

21 DUTT, Anuradha
Stop cow slaughter.
PIONEER, 2007(31.8.2007)
** Agriculture-Animal husbandry.

22 GANDHI, Maneka
Journalists for animals.
PIONEER, 2007(29.8.2007)
Calls for a helping hand for stray animals.
** Agriculture-Animal husbandry.

23 NAIR, K.N
On the scared cow controversy, P.167-177, in.
VAIDYANATHAN, A AND KRISHNA, K.L(ED):INSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS IN INDIA'S DEVELOPMENT, 2007
New Delhi, Oxford University Press.
Studies India's cattle economy.
** Agriculture-Animal husbandry; Economic policies.

24 RAVI KUMAR, S and others
Constraints of farmers in utilization of veterinary services.
INDIAN JOURNAL OF SOCIAL RESEARCH, V.48(No.2), 2007(April-June): P.147-151
Expresses the need to improve veterinary services in India.
** Agriculture-Animal Husbandry.

DROUGHT AND FAMINE

25 SAKHUJA, Neha
Hope in a pool.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.3), 2007(16.6.2007): P.43
-DROUGHT AND FAMINE

Shows how Rajasthani people tackle the drought.
** Agriculture-Drought and Famine.

-FARMS AND FARMERS

26 RAJIVLOCHAN, M.
Farmers and firefighters.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(28.8.2007)

Expresses concern over farmer’s problem that may arise in future in Vidarbha.
** Agriculture-Farms and farmers.

-FARMS AND FARMERS-DRY FARMING

27 DAR, William D.
Dryland farmers and climate change.
HINDU, 2007(30.8.2007)
** Agriculture-Farms and farmers-Dry farming.

-FARMS AND FARMERS-FARMER’S SUICIDE

28 BHANUTEJ, N
Crushed lives.
WEEK, V.25(No.33), 2007(15.7.2007): P.14-18

Argues that Government’s apathy and mounting debt push Karnataka’s sugarcane farmers to suicide.
** Agriculture-Farms and farmers-Farmer’s suicide.

29 SAINATH, P
Vidharbha: packaging on anniversary.
THE HINDU, 2007(31.8.2007)

Comment on the mismanagement of funds issued by Prime Minister for Vidharbha’s farmers.
** Agriculture-Farms and farmers-Farmer’s suicide.

-FERTILIZERS AND MANURES

30 How can India reform its fertiliser policy?
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(21.8.2007)
** Agriculture-Fertilizers and manures.

31 VENKATARAMAN, N.S.
Agro chemicals: Missed chances.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(18.8.2007)

** - Keywords 5
-FERTILIZERS AND MANURES

Urges for increased use of agro chemical as a substitute to petrochemical for their ecological and environmental benefits.

** Agriculture-Fertilizers and manures.

-FISHING AND FISHERIES

32 DHILLON, D.S
Problems and remedies of fish farmers of Punjab.
INDIAN JOURNAL OF SOCIAL RESEARCH, V.48(No.2), 2007(April-June): P.153-163

** Agriculture-Fishing and fisheries.

-FORESTS AND FORESTRY

33 LELE, Harach Chandra
Defining movement for forests?
ECONOMIC & POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.25), 2007(23.6.2007): P2379-2383

Deals with the controversy over definition of Forest given by Ministry of Environment and Forest.

** Agriculture-Forests and forestry.

34 SEN, K.K.
Protection of forest resources a must.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(23.8.2007)

** Agriculture-Forests and forestry.

-FORESTS AND FORESTRY-WILD LIFE

35 GANDHI, Maneka
Killing them for pleasure.
PIONEER, 2007(22.8.2007)

Criticises killing of deers for Ornamental pieces.

** Agriculture-Forests and Forestry-Wild life.

36 RAI, Usha
Lost glory of the tale of the tiger.
TRIBUNE, 2007(18.8.2007)

** Agriculture-Forests and Forestry-Wild life.

37 SHAH, Amit
Management of protected areas: Exploring an alternative in Gir.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.27), 2007(14.7.2007):
P2923-2930

** Agriculture-Forests and Forestry-Wild life.

** - Keywords
Lenin, V and others  
Factors constraining horticultural development in Panchmahals district of Gujarat.  
JOURNAL OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT, V.26(No.2), 2007(April-June): P.293-305

Examines the reasons for non-adaptation of horticultural technologies by the farmers in the Semi arid dry region.  
** Agriculture-Horticulture.

Land and land reforms-

Omer Farooq  
Reddy versus the reds.  
PIONEER, 2007(19.8.2007)

Discusses conflict between Congress and Left in Andhra Pradesh over land distribution programme of Congress in the state.  
** Agriculture-Land and land reforms-(India-Andhra Pradesh).

Land and land reforms-land acquisition

Acquisition of land and displacement of farmers.  
MONTHLY COMMENTARY ON INDIAN ECONOMIC CONDITIONS,  
V.48(No.10), 2007(May): P.7-14  
** Agriculture-Land and land reforms-Land Acquisition.

Chenoy, Anuradha M  
Cast away by the tide of development.  
THE TELEGRAPH, 2007(23.8.2007)

Discusses that the land acquisition for SEZs and industries is causing the displacement of large numbers of India's rural poor.  
** Agriculture-Land and land reforms-Land acquisition; Rural economy.

Ghosh, Dipak Kumar  
Law of the land.  
STATESMAN, 2007(31.8.2007)

Focuses on conflict over land acquisition for industrial project.  
** Agriculture-Land and land reforms-Land acquisition.

Menon, Sreelatha  
Title is everything.  
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(19.8.2007)

Discusses forced acquisition of farm land and financial loss suffered by farmers in the process of land acquisition.  
** Agriculture-Land and land reforms-Land acquisition.
44 MITRA, Ashok
Daddy knows best: SEZs and other iffy situations.
THE TELEGRAPH, 2007(17.8.2007)
** Agriculture-Land and land reforms-Land acquisition.

45 ROYCHOWDHURY, Abhishikta A.
SEZ: To be or not to be.
YOJANA, V.51, 2007(June 2007): P.50-54
** Agriculture-Land and land reforms-Land acquisition-SEZ.

46 BARUAH, P.K
Debate on water policy must.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(20.8.2007)
** Agriculture-Natural resources-Water resources.

47 NATARAJAN, Gurumurti
Water scarcity is a real threat.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(26.8.2007)
** Agriculture-Natural resources-Water resources.

BIOGRAPHIES
- LEADERS-ABE, SHINZO

48 YAMAGUCHI, Mari
Abe plays Samurai.
PIONEER, 2007(29.8.2007)
Evaluates Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's role in giving cabinet and party a makeover.
** Biographies-Leaders-ABE, Shinzo.

- LEADERS-ANNAN, KOFI

49 TOLOCHKO, Alike
Legacy of Kofi Annan.
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, V.86(No.6), 2007(June): P.30-31
Gives a profile of the contribution of former UN Secretary General, Kofi Annan.
** Biographies-Leaders-ANNAN, Kofi.

- LEADERS-BARUAH, HARENDRA NATH

50 PHOOKUN, Suren Ram
Remembering Harendra Nath Barua.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(31.8.2007)
** - Keywords
** - Leaders - Barua, Harendra Nath

** Biographies - Leaders - Barua, Harendra Nath.

** - Leaders - Chandra Shekhar

51 Prasannarajan, S
Lost rebel.
INDIA TODAY, V. 32 (No. 29), 2007 (17. 7. 2007): P. 65

Pays a heartfelt obituary to Former Prime Minister, Chandra Shekhar recalling his political journey.
** Biographies - Leaders - Chandra Shekhar.

52 Swamy, Subramanian
Decisive PM.
WEEK, V. 25 (No. 34), 2007 (22. 7. 2007): P. 28

Pays a rich tribute to former Prime Minister, Chandra Shekhar.
** Biographies - Leaders - Chandra Shekhar.

** - Leaders - Gandhi, Mahatma

53 Guha, Ramachandra
Mahatma Gandhi and the environmental movement, P. 111-128, in.
Rangarajan, Mahesh (Ed): ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN INDIA, 2007
Delhi, Dorling Kindersley.

Explores Mahatma Gandhi's efforts for environment like Chipko Aandolan.
** Biographies - Leaders - Gandhi, Mahatma; Environment.

** - Leaders - Gandhi, Rajiv

54 Chakravarty, Sumit
Rajiv Gandhi, some reflection.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007 (21. 8. 2007)
** Biographies - Leaders - Gandhi, Rajiv.

55 Gogoi, Tarun
Rajiv Gandhi: as I know him.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007 (20. 8. 2007)
** Biographies - Leaders - Gandhi, Rajiv.

56 Swarup, Harihar
All in a span of seven years.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007 (21. 8. 2007)

Pays tribute to Rajiv Gandhi, former Prime Minister of India.
** Biographies - Leaders - Gandhi, Rajiv.

** - Keywords 9
-LEADERS-GANDHI, RAJIV

57 VAZEERUDDIN
Rajiv Gandhi and the 21st century.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(21.8.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-GANDHI, Rajiv.

58 VOHRA, Pankaj
Visionary extraordinaire: Rajiv Gandhi.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(20.8.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-GANDHI, Rajiv.

-LEADERS-MEIRA KUMAR

59 Meira Kumar: On her father's footstep.
INDIAN OBSERVER, V.47(No.14), 2007(15.7.2007): P.22-23
** Biographies-Leaders-MEIRA KUMAR.

-PROMINENT PERSONS-BACHCHAN, AMITABH

60 DATTA, Saikat and OTHERS
Do bigha, a hundred tales.
OUTLOOK, V.47(No.31), 2007(30.7.2007): P.16-20

Deals with the controversy over land allotment to Amitabh Bachchan in Uttar Pradesh.
** Biographies-Prominent persons-BACHCHAN, Amitabh.

-PROMINENT PERSONS-DIANA, PRINCESS

61 DUTTA, Satyen
Homage to dynamic Diana.
STATESMAN, 2007(31.8.2007)
** Biographies-Prominent persons-DIANA, Princess.

-PROMINENT PERSONS-GHOSH, PAPIYA

62 GUHA, Ramachandra
Others travails: Telling the story of the most neglected victims of partition.
THE TELEGRAPH, 2007(18.8.2007)
** Biographies-Prominent persons-GHOSH, Papiya.

-PROMINENT PERSONS-HUSSAIN, M.F

63 SIRCAR, Anjali
I am not afraid.
WEEK, V.25(No.33), 2007(15.7.2007): P.68-69

Portrays the life and agony of M.F Hussain lives in self exile.
** Biographies-Prominent persons-HUSSAIN, M.F.

** - Keywords 10
CENSUS AND POPULATION
-(INDIA)

64 AIYAR, Swaminathan S.A.
Our greatest achievement: Longer lives.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(19.8.2007)

Focuses on increased life expectancy as a sign of development.
** Census and population-(India).

65 JOHL, S.S.
Population rise and distress.
TRIBUNE, 2007(18.8.2007)
** Census and population-(India).

COMMERCE
-ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

66 DOMBROVSKIS, Valdis
Pecking order follows.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(29.8.2007)

Discusses problems Latvia facing as a new member of European Union
** Commerce-Economic integration.

-ECONOMIC POLICIES-INFRASTRUCTURE

67 GOKARN, Subir
Icing on the cake.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(27.8.2007)

Comment on Percy Mistry Report on Mumbai as an International
Financial centre.
** Commerce-Economic policies-Infrastructure.

-INTERNAL TRADE

68 RADHAKRISHNAN, M.G
Red signal for retail.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.29), 2007(17.7.2007): P.28-29

Expresses the small traders protest against the entry of Reliance
into retail market.
** Commerce-Internal Trade.

69 SETHI, Aman
Curious practices.

Examines the reliance network in Punjab that could shrink the
supply chains of vendors.

** Keywords
Criticises the Karnataka Government to allow multinational company Metro Cash and carry into retail trade which will monopolise the consumer market.

** Commerce-Internal Trade.

SRIDHAR, V
Retail invasion.
FRONTLINE, V.24(No.13), 2007(13.7.2007): P.4-11

Examines the impact of large retailers on livelihoods of vendors in rural and urban India.
** Commerce-Internal Trade.

-INTERNAL TRADE-(INDIA)

JOSHI, Sopan
Fresh trouble.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.3), 2007(16.6.2007): P.24-25

Examines the reasons for protest of Street vendors over the entry of big corporate houses into the business of retailing fresh vegetables and fruits.
** Commerce-Internal Trade-(India).

-INTERNATIONAL TRADE-(ASEAN-KOREA)

KWON, Yul and PARK, Innwon
Regional trade agreement between ASEAN and Korea, P.85-102, in. LEONG, HO KHAI(ED): ASEAN-KOREA RELATIONS, 2007 Singapore, 'ISEAS Publishing'.
** Commerce-International trade-(ASEAN-KOREA).

-INTERNATIONAL TRADE-(CHINA)

BEZLOVA, Antoaneta
Beijing tightens quality control.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(27.8.2007)

Discusses the efforts taken by China to improve the quality of its product in view of bettering 'made in China reputation'.
** Commerce-International trade-(China); Quality control.

** - Keywords 12
75 LIU, Melinda
Unsafe at any speed.
NEWSWEEK, V.150(No.3), 2007(16.7.2007): P.12-17
** Commerce-International trade-(China); Quality control.

76 Foreign trade policy bullish on FDI inflow, export growth.
MONTHLY PUBLIC OPINION SURVEYS, V.52(No.9), 2007(June): P.6-11
** Commerce-International trade-(India).

77 Surplus of resources in external sector.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.29), 2007(21.7.2007):
P2984-2990
** Commerce-International trade-(India).

78 Joshi, Rakesh
Picking up the maple leaves.
BUSINESS INDIA, No.765, 2007(15.7.2007): P.110
Examines the prospect of the bilateral trade between India and
Canada.
** Commerce-International trade-(India-Canada).

79 AIYAR, Pallavi
Sino-Indian trade: Growing concern.
HINDU, 2007(28.8.2007)
** Commerce-International trade-(India-China).

80 RAJAGOBALAN, T.N.C.
Abolish the office of DGFT.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(20.8.2007)
Deals with foreign trade policy of India.
** Commerce-International trade-EXIM policy-(India).

81 VEERAMANI, C
Sources of India's export growth in pre and post reform periods.
ECONOMIC & POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.25), 2007(23.6.2007):
P2419-2427
** Commerce-International trade-Exports-(India).

** - Keywords 13
INTERNATIONAL TRADE-WTO

82 DHAR, Biswajit and KALLUMMAL, Murali
Non tariff barriers in the Doha round: Is a solution in sight?
FOCUS WTO, V.9(No.1), 2007(May-June 07): P.1-9
** Commerce-International trade-WTO.

MEHTA, Rajesh
Non-Tariff barriers in the context of WTO.
FOCUS WTO, V.9(No.1), 2007(May-June 07): P.10-16
** Commerce-International trade-WTO.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES-PATENTS

84 Does Indian patent law stifle innovation?
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(22.8.2007)
** Commerce-Weights and measures-Patents.

COMMUNICATIONS

-COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS

85 GEORGE, Rohan
Disconnected.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.3), 2007(16.6.2007): P.35
Expresses doubt over the internet connectivity to rural areas after examining TRAI package.
** Communications-Computer communications; Internet.

-MOBILE PHONES

86 FREELAND, Jonathan
Full menace of a blackberry habit.
HINDU, 2007(23.8.2007)
States that excessive use of mobile is bad for work, soul and relationship.
** Communications-Mobile phones.

-TELECOM POLICY-(INDIA)

87 SETH, D.P.S.
Our frequency allocation plan.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(17.8.2007)
Deals with telecom policy.
** Communications-Telecom policy-(India).

- Keywords 14
AGARWAL, Arbita Pal
Broadband and convergence.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(23.8.2007)

Focuses on broadband services sector in India.
** Communications-Telephone.

COMPANY AFFAIRS AND MANAGEMENT
-COMPANIES FINANCE-SHARE MARKET

BHUSNURMATH, Mythili
Myth, reality and subprime crisis.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(20.8.2007)

Focuses on credit derivative crisis which led to a sharp downfall in global markets.
** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share market.

CHAUDHURI, Saumitra
How far will the crisis spread.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(24.8.2007)

Expresses concern over crisis in world's share market.
** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share market.

DOSHI, Hiren
Asian markets withstand crisis.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(29.8.2007)

Analyses the impact of U.S. subprime crisis on Asian share market.
** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share market.

ELLIOIT, Larry
This is not just a market wobble.
HINDU, 2007(18.8.2007)

Analyses the global downturn in share markets all over the world.
** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share market.

HALDEA, Prithvi
Easing public issues.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(29.8.2007)
** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share market.

PHILIP, Bowring
When U.S. sneezes, Asia catches pneumonia.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(24.8.2007)

Discusses United States impact on Asian stock markets.
** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share market.

** - Keywords 15
95 RAMA RAO, M
India no longer insulated: U.S. sub-prime mortgage crisis.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(29.8.2007)

Analyses the impact of U.S. economy on Indian share market.
** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share market.

96 RAMA RAO, M
Subprime jitters-prudence pays.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(28.8.2007)

Focuses on impact of United States subprime crisis on global share market.
** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share Market.

97 RAVIMOHAN, R.
Turbulent markets not a cause for panic.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(17.8.2007)

States that downward trend in global share market is not a concern for panic.
** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share market.

98 SETHURAMAN, S.
Fed moves to avert slowdown: Global markets.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(25.8.2007)

** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share market.

99 SHARMA, Ruchir
Still tracking U.S. mood swings?
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(30.8.2007)

States that global trend for share market is bullish alongwith volatility.
** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share market.

100 Shock exchange.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(23.8.2007)

Analyses the adverse impact of political turmoil over Indo-U.S. nuclear deal on Indian share market.
** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share market.

101 SUMMERS, Lawrence
This is where Fannie and Freddie step in.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(28.8.2007)

Discusses stock market crisis.
** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share market.
-COMPANIES TAKEOVER

102 JOSHI, Smita
Challenge of corporate integration.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(18.8.2007)

Emphasises on impact of merger and acquisition on human resources of companies.
** Company affairs and management-Companies takeover; Personnel management.

-COMPANIES-CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

103 MODAK, Shrikant
Rebuilding an icon.

Assesses the success of Hindustan Lever Ltd. to regain its glory with a new name logo and mind set.
** Company affairs and management-Companies-Corporate governance.

-COMPANY LAW

104 ANTONY, M.J.
Injunctions during arbitration.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(29.8.2007)

Gives reasons behind delays in setting companies disputes.
** Company affairs and management-Company law.

CONSTITUTIONS AND CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

-CITIZENSHIP

105 ERRABELLI, Rama
Empowering children for active citizenship.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(20.8.2007)
** Constitutions and Constitutional law-Citizenship; Child welfare

CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION

-ARTS

106 Anand, Bijay
Genuine vs fake art.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(19.8.2007)
** Culture and civilization-Arts.

107 GANDHI, Maneka
Vintage lithographs of Indian life.
ALIVE, No.297, 2007(July 2007): P.74-81
** Culture and civilization-Arts.

** - Keywords
-CULTURAL RELATIONS-(INDIA-JAPAN)

108 SACHIDANAND, Unita
Literary exchange between India and Japan: new awakening, P. 445-460, in.
PANDA, RAJARAM AND FUKAZAWA, YOO (ED): INDIA AND JAPAN IN SEARCH OF GLOBAL ROLES, 2007
New Delhi, Promilla & Co..
** Culture and Civilization - Cultural relations -(India-Japan).

-MONUMENTS

109 BAMZAI, Kaveree
Not so wonderful.
INDIA TODAY, V. 32 (No. 29), 2007 (17.7.2007): P. 54-55

Discusses the Taj Mahal conservation collaborative Project aims at converting the global goodwill for the Taj into better conservation practices involving the community at large.
** Culture and Civilization - Monuments.

110 Mission on monuments.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007 (26.8.2007)

Discusses National Mission on monuments and antiquities.
** Culture and Civilization - Monuments.

111 PRASANNAN, R
Fort with a spirit.
WEEK, V. 25 (No. 33), 2007 (15.7.2007): P. 48-49

Illustrates the proud legacy of Red Fort, Delhi which has entered UNESCO's world heritage list.
** Culture and Civilization - Monuments.

-MORAL POLICING

112 GORADIA, Prafull
But the attack was Islamic!
PIONEER, 2007 (17.8.2007)

Gives an account of attack on Bangladeshi author Taslima Nasreen.
** Culture and civilization - Moral policing; Religious fundamentalism.

113 OMER FAROOQ
MIM attacked Taslima to prove its credentials as an Islamists force.
PIONEER, 2007 (17.8.2007)

Majlis-e Ittehadul Muslimeen (MIM).
** Culture and civilization - Moral policing; Religious
-MORAL POLICING

fundamentalism.

114 RAJPUT, J.S.
Tolerance under attack.
PIONEER, 2007(17.8.2007)

Comments on incident of attack on Bangladeshi author by Muslim activists.
** Culture and civilization-Moral policing; Religious Fundamentalism.

115 SHAMSUR RABB KHAN
Is it Islamic.
STATESMAN, 2007(21.8.2007)

Criticises the incident of attack on Taslima Nasreen by fundamentalist Muslims.
** Culture and civilization-Moral policing; Religious fundamentalism.

DEFENCE
-(INDIA)

116 MEHTA, Ashok K.
Armed forces at 60: Full potential not utilised.
TRIBUNE, 2007(27.8.2007)

Discusses 60 years as retirement age of armed forces and its potential.
** Defence-(India).

-AIRFORCE-(INDIA)

117 JASJIT SINGH
On a wing and a plan.
THE INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(31.8.2007)

Expresses concern over the need of modernisation of Indian Air Force.
** Defence-Airforce-(India).

-ARMS AND ARMAMENT-NUCLEAR WEAPONS-MISSILES

118 SUBRAMANIAN, T.S
Cruising along.

Examines the power of Indian army with the induction of supersonic cruise missile, Brahmas.

** - Keywords
- ARMS AND ARMAMENT-NUCLEAR WEAPONS-MISSILES

** Defence-Arms and Armament-Nuclear weapons-Missiles.

- ARMY

119 VIJAY Mohan
Merit should decide Army promotions.
TRIBUNE, 2007(22.8.2007)
** Defence-Army.

- ARMY-ARMY CIVIL RELATIONS

120 HARWANT SINGH
Winning hearts and minds.
TRIBUNE, 2007(30.8.2007)

Comments on Indian army’s ‘winning hearts and minds’ policy launched in North East and Jammu and Kashmir.
** Defence-Army-Army civil relations.

- ARMY-PERSONNELS WELFARE

121 BACHITTAR SINGH
Armed forces deserve better pay.
TRIBUNE, 2007(19.8.2007)
** Defence-Army-Personnels welfare.

122 JAFA, V.S.
Suicides in the army.
TRIBUNE, 2007(17.8.2007)
** Defence-Army-Personnels welfare.

123 OBEROI, Vijay
Fighting fragging.
TRIBUNE, 2007(31.8.2007)

Calls for a systemic change in army to avoid violent incidents within army.
** Defence-Army-Personnels welfare.

- DEFENCE POLICY-(INDIA)

124 ARUN PRAKASH
Missing Chief of Defence Staff.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(27.8.2007)

Discusses the issue of creation of Chief of Defence Staff(CDS), strongly recommended by a group of Ministers.
** Defence-Defence policy-(India).

** - Keywords 20
125 PENKETH, Anne
Putin's cold war fishing trip.
TRIBUNE, 2007(28.8.2007)

Comments on Russia's new military strategy to regain its old military power status after the cold war.
** Defence-Defence policy-(Russia).

126 PANT, N.K.
Dependence on Russian arms needs to be reduced.
ALIVE, No.297, 2007(July 2007): P.120-122
** Defence-Defence procurement.

127 Defence factories should be modernised.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(27.8.2007)
** Defence-Defence production-Ordnance factories.

128 ROYCHAUDHURY, Dipanjan
India-Myanmar counter-terror initiatives poised for a quantum jump
WORLD FOCUS, V.28(No.6), 2007(June 2007): P.225-229
** Defence-Defence relations-(India-Myanmar).

129 UDAI BHANU SINGH
India's security cooperation with Myanmar.
WORLD FOCUS, V.28(No.6), 2007(June 2007): P.230-233
** Defence-Defence relations-(India-Myanmar).

130 CORDESMAN, Anthony H.
When arms sales provide stability.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(24.8.2007)
** Defence-Defence relations-(United States).

131 DUTTA, Surrokomal
India-Japan-Australia-United States: Quadrilateral axis: Is it possible?
SOUTH ASIA POLITICS, V.6(No.4), 2007(August): P.25-34

Need to forge an alliance among maritime allied powers to secure the domination of the Indian ocean and Pacific Ocean in view of the increased naval presence of China.

** - Keywords

21
** MILITARY BASES-INDIAN OCEAN**

** Defence-Military bases-Indian Ocean.

** PARAMILITARY FORCES**

132 UNNITHAN, Sandeep
Depressed triggers.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.25), 2007(19.6.2007): P.40-41

Examines higher suicide rates found in paramilitary forces than the armed forces.
** Defence-Paramilitary forces; Suicide.

** ECONOMIC GROWTH**

-(CHINA)

133 DATTA RAY, Sunanda
Understanding soft power.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(18.8.2007)

Focuses on economic growth of China.
** Economic growth-(China).

-(INDIA)

134 ARUN, Kumar
After tryst with destiny.
TRIBUNE, 2007(29.8.2007)

Expresses concern over insufficient development and growth in India after independence.
** Economic growth-(India).

135 BALAKRISHNAN, Pulapre and PARAMESWARAN, M
Understanding economic growth in India: Prerequisite.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.27), 2007(14.7.2007): P2915-2922
** Economic growth-(India).

136 CHOUDHURY, Rabindra Kumar
Bane and benefit of rupee appreciation.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(30.8.2007)

Analyses the relationship between growth of economy and the foreign investment.
** Economic growth-(India).

137 DUTTA, B.C.
Let the motto be growth for all.
STATESMAN, 2007(22.8.2007)

** - Keywords
Demands for equitably balanced inclusive growth for the development of all sections of society.
** Economic growth-(India).

138 GOSWAMI, Anupam
Hot but not overheated.

Comments on the economic growth of India.
** Economic growth-(India).

139 KRISHNA, K.L
What do we know about the sources of economic growth in India?
P.45-69, in.
VAIDYANATHAN, A AND KRISHNA,K.L(ED): INSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS IN INDIA'S DEVELOPMENT, 2007
New Delhi,Oxford University Press.
** Economic growth-(India).

140 SETHI, Lalit
Economic upswing overrides most political differences and controversies.
INDIAN OBSERVER, V.47(No.15), 2007(1.8.2007): P.14-15
** Economic growth-(India).

-(INDIA-CHINA)

141 BHALLA, Surjit S.
How India is different from China.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(18.8.2007)

Compares India and China from economic perspective.
** Economic growth-(India-China).

-(INDIA-HARYANA)

142 BISHNOI, N.K.
Uneven development troubles Haryana.
TRIBUNE, 2007(17.8.2007)

Draws attention towards uneven distribution of development efforts in Haryana.
** Economic growth-(India-Haryana).

-(INDIA-KERALA)

143 GOPA KUMAR, G.
Political culture vis-a-vis economic development in Kerala, P.330-336, in.
SURESH KUMAR, R.K AND SURESH KUMAR, P(ED): GOVERNMENT AND
-(INDIA-KERALA)

DEVELOPMENT, 2007
New Delhi APH Publishing.
** Economic growth-(India-Kerala).

144 Oommen, N.A
Growth and development: raising issues in the context of Kerala,
P.71-92, in.
SURESH KUMAR, R.K AND SURESH KUMAR, P(ED): GOVERNMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT, 2007
New Delhi, APH Publishing.
** Economic growth-(India-Kerala).

145 PILLAI, S Ramachandran
Governance and development: task for the left, P.61-64, in.
SURESH KUMAR, R.K AND SURESH KUMAR, P(ED): GOVERNMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT, 2007
New Delhi, APH Publishing.
** Economic growth-(India-Kerala); CPI.

-(JAPAN)

146 PILLING, David
Japan's economy: Still just as crazy as ever.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(24.8.2007)

Gives reasons behind stability in Japan's stock market.
** Economic growth-(Japan).

--INCOME AND WEALTH

147 Rising income inequalities in Asia.
HINDU, 2007(24.8.2007)
** Economic growth--Income and wealth.

-ECONOMIC CRISIS-(INDIA-UTTAR PRADESH)

148 AJIT KUMAR SINGH
Economy of Uttar Pradesh since 1990s: Economic stagnation and
fiscal crisis, P.273-294, in.
PAI, SUDHA(ED): POLITICAL PROCESS IN UTTAR PRADESH, 2007
Delhi, Pearson education.

Discusses the economic performance of UP since 1990s.
** Economic growth-Economic crisis-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

-ECONOMIC POLICIES-(INDIA)

149 Bridging the rural-urban gap.
MONTHLY PUBLIC OPINION SURVEY, V.52(No.9), 2007(June): P.2-5

** - Keywords
ECONOMIC POLICIES-(INDIA)

Argues that UPA Government's economic policies are widening the economic disparities between urban and rural areas.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-(India).

150 GUISO, Luigi
Does culture affect economic outcomes?
JOURNALS OF ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES, V.20(No.2), 2006(Spring): P.23-48
** Economic growth-Economic policies-(India); Cultural festivals.

151 HALAN, Y.C
SOUTH ASIA POLITICS, V.6(No.4), 2007(August): P.8-13

Gives an analytical overview of the economic transformation of the country during the past sixty years.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-(India).

152 KAPOOR, Amit
Rising re and India growth story.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(29.8.2007)

Discusses the need for new policy to face the challenges that Indian economy have.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-(India).

153 KRISHNASWAMY, K.S
Paradigm shift and related matters, P.3-15, in.
VAIDYANATHAN, A AND KRISHNA,K.L(ED): INSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS IN INDIA'S DEVELOPMENT, 2007
New Delhi, Oxford University Press.

Discusses the effect of economic reforms on India's chronic problem of poverty and unemployment.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-(India); Poverty.

154 MANI, Sunil
Government support for sustaining a knowledge-based economy: an examination of India's technology policy initiatives, 1900-2005 P.137-166.
VAIDYANATHAN, A AND KRISHNA, K.L(ED): INSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS IN INDIA'S DEVELOPMENT, 2007
New Delhi, Oxford University Press.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-(India); Technical education.

155 MODY, Ashok
Quest for inclusive growth:Continuity and constraints in Indian economic policies, P.16-44, in.
VAIDYANATHAN, A AND KRISHNA,K.L(ED): INSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS IN INDIA'S DEVELOPMENT, 2007
New Delhi, Oxford University Press.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-(India).
156  RAY, Shovan
Economic policy and agriculture, P.34-56, in.
RAY, SHOVAN(ED): HANDBOOK OF AGRICULTURE IN INDIA, 2007
New Delhi, Oxford University Press.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-(India); Agricultural production.

157  WEISBROT, Mark and others
Scorecard on development: 25 years of diminished progress, P.24-47, in.
JOMO, K.S AND BAUDOT, JACQUES(ED): FLAT WORLD, BIG GAPS, 2007
United Nations Orient Longman.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-(India).

158  JAYAPRASAD, K
Political culture and development, experience and lessons of Kerala, P.45-60.
New Delhi, APH Publishing.
Comments on Government policy for economic development in Kerala.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-(India-Kerala).

159  NAYYAR, Deepak
Globalisation: Institutions and values, P.125-151, in.
NARAIN, PRAKASH(ED): HUMAN CONDITION, 2007
New Delhi, Har-Anand Publications.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-Liberalisation.

160  PADGAONKAR, Dileep
Whither India? P.24-31, in.
NARAIN, PRAKASH(ED): HUMAN CONDITION, 2007
New Delhi, Har-Anand Publications.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-Liberalisation.

161  FREEMAN, Richard B
People flows in globalization.
JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES, V.20(No.2), 2006(Spring 2006): P.145-175
Focuses on globalisation policy of United Nations.

** - Keywords  26
Funding impact of plan scheme.

Demands for rationalisation of plan schemes of different ministries.

** Economic growth-Economic policies-Planning commission.

ASEAN-Korea economic cooperation, P.69-84, in.

Clarified Belgium's relationship with many aspects of EU policy making.

** Economic growth-Economic relations-(Belgium-European Union).

Czech republic:waning enthusiasm, P.343-359, in.

** Economic growth-Economic relations-(Czech-European Union).

Greece:a most enthusiastic, reluctant European, P.193-209, in.

** Economic growth-Economic relations-(European Union-Greece).

** - Keywords
-ECONOMIC RELATIONS-(EUROPEAN UNION-HUNGARY)

167 ELLISON, David
Hungry: from policy taker to policy maker, P.315-341, in.
ZEFF, ELEANOR E AND PIRRO, ELLEN B(ED):EUROPEAN UNION AND THE
MEMBER STATES, 2006
Colorado, Lynne, Rienner Publishers.
** Economic growth-Economic relations-(European Union-Hungary).

-ECONOMIC RELATIONS-(EUROPEAN UNION-IRELAND)

168 FINNEGAN, Richard B
Ireland:Brussels and the Celtic tiger, P.151-171, in.
ZEFF, ELEANOR E AND PIRRO, ELLEN B(ED):EUROPEAN UNION AND THE
MEMBER STATES, 2006
Colorado, Lynne Rienner Publishers.
** Economic growth-Economic relations-(European Union-Ireland).

-ECONOMIC RELATIONS-(EUROPEAN UNION-LATIVA)

169 SLOTENBERG, Steven
Lativa, Lithuania and Estonia:determind Euro-Atlanticists, P.411-
443, in.
ZEFF, ELEANOR E AND PIRRO, ELLEN B(ED):EUROPEAN UNION AND THE
MEMBER STATES, 2006
Colorado, Lynner Rienner Publishers.
** Economic growth-Economic relations-(European Union-Lativa).

-ECONOMIC RELATIONS-(EUROPEAN UNION-MALTA)

170 PACE, Roderick
Malta and Cyprus:Mediterranean Island states, P.381-409, in.
ZEFF, ELEANOR E AND PIRRO, ELLEN B(ED):EUROPEAN UNION AND THE
MEMBER STATES, 2006
Colorado, Lynne Rienner Publishers.
** Economic growth-Economic relations-(European union-Malta).

-ECONOMIC RELATIONS-(EUROPEAN UNION-Poland)

171 GRUSZCZAK, Artur
Poland reluctant member, P.293-313, in.
ZEFF, ELEANOR E AND PIRRO, ELLEN B(ED):EUROPEAN UNION AND THE
MEMBER STATES, 2006
Colorado, Lynne Rienner Publishers.
** Economic growth-Economic relations-(European Union-Poland).

-ECONOMIC RELATIONS-(EUROPEAN UNION-SLOVENIA AND SLOVAKIA)

172 OCCHIPINTI, John and LOEDEL, Peter
Slovenia and Slovakia:joining the club, P.361-380, in.
ZEFF, ELEANOR E AND PIRRO, ELLEN B(ED):EUROPEAN UNION AND THE
MEMBER STATES, 2006
Colorado, Lynne Rienner Publishers.
** Economic growth-Economic relations-(European Union-Slovenia and

** - Keywords 28
Slovakia).

-ECONOMIC RELATIONS-(INDIA-AFGHANISTAN)

173 CHANDRA, Amiya
India and Afghanistan: renewing economic relations, P.163-194, in.
WARIKOO K(ED): AFGHANISTAN, V.II, 2007
New Delhi, Pentagon Press.
** Economic growth-Economic relations-(India-Afghanistan).

-ECONOMIC RELATIONS-(INDIA-AFRICA)

174 PANDIT, Rohit
South-South relationship.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(24.8.2007)

Stresses on need for a paradigm shift in economic cooperation with
Africa.
** Economic growth-Economic relations-(India-Africa).

-ECONOMIC RELATIONS-(INDIA-JAPAN)

175 PANDA, Rajaram
Japan's rising yen for India.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(18.8.2007)

Explores the horizons of economic relations between India and
Japan.
** Economic growth-Economic relations-(India-Japan).

-INCOME AND WEALTH

176 BERRY, Albert and SERIEUX, John
World economic growth and income distribution, P.74-98, in.
JOMO, K.S AND BAUDOT, JACQUES(ED): FLAT WORLD, BIG GAPS, 2007
United Nations Orient Longman.
** Economic growth-Income and wealth.

177 For whosoever hath, to him shall be given and he shall have more.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(16.8.2007)

Exposes rising income inequalities in Asia.
** Economic growth-Income and wealth.

178 JOSHI, Dharamakirti
On the cusp of a high growth trajectory.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(24.6.2007)

Analyses the reason behind income inequalities between India's
-INCOME AND WEALTH

rich and poor.
** Economic growth-Income and wealth.

179 MILANOVIC, Branko
JOMO, K.S AND BAUDOT, JACQUES (ED): FLAT WORLD, BIG GAPS, 2007
United Nations Orient Longman.
** Economic growth-Income and wealth.

180 SUTCHIFFE, Bob
Converging or diverging world? P.48-73, in.
JOMO, K.S AND BAUDOT, JACQUES (ED): FLAT WORLD, BIG GAPS, 2007
United Nations, Orient Longman.

Reviews the growing gap between the average income of rich and poor countries.
** Economic growth-Income and wealth.

-INCOME AND WEALTH-POVERTY

181 JAISINGH, Hari
All of India isn’t shining.
PIONEER, 2007(30.8.2007)

Expresses concern over the fact that large population is under the poverty line.
** Economic growth-Income and wealth-Poverty.

182 MANNA, G.C
On calibrating the poverty line for poverty estimation in India.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007):
P3108-3115
** Economic growth-Income and Wealth-Poverty.

183 PATNAIK, Utsa
Neoliberalism and rural poverty in India.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007):
P3132-3150
** Economic growth-Income and Wealth-Poverty.

184 PEALSTEIN, Steven
On poverty, may be we’re all wrong.
TRIBUNE, 2007(31.8.2007)

Analyses the situation of poverty in United States.
** Economic growth-Income and wealth-Poverty.

185 SENGUPTA, Arjun
Against the grain.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(21.8.2007)

States that upliftment of poor and vulnerable is a must to achieve
-INCOME AND WEALTH-POVERTY

devlopment in true sense.
** Economic growth-Income and wealth-Poverty.

EDUCATION

186 BISWAS, Shreya
Business of dreams.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(19.8.2007)

Discusses rising share of private players in education industry.
** Education.

187 MUKHERJEE, Amitabh
Science education in India.
HINDU, 2007(16.8.2007)
** Education.

-BASIC EDUCATION

188 DUTTA, Bhaskar
Get your priorities right.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(23.8.2007)

Emphasises on the need of higher public investment on school education and public health system.
** Education-Basic education.

-EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT

189 GRAY, Hilary
Diversity, inclusion and education: educational needs of children from severely disadvantaged socio-cultural group in Europe.
** Education-Education and development; Basic education.

-EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT-(EUROPE)

190 VERMA, Gajendra K and PAPASTAMATIS, Adamantios
** Education-Education and development-(Europe).
191 VERMA, Gajendra K
Diversity and multicultural education: cross cutting issues and concepts, P.21-30, in.
Focuses on the education of children from ethnic minority families in the UK.
** Education-Education and development-(United Kingdom); Minorities.

192 BAGLEY, Christopher R
** Education-Education policy; Scheduled Castes.

193 WOODROW, Derek
Impact of culture in creating differential learning styles, P.87-103, in.
** Education-Education policy; Culture and civilization.

194 FAZAL RIZVI and others
Equality and the politics of globalization in education, P.3-20, in.
** Education-Education policy-(India).

195 JHA, Madan Mohan
Right to education: developing the common school system in India, P.125-137, in.
** Education-Education policy-(India).

196 KINGSTEDT, Hakan and BASU, Sanjay
100% guarantee for 9%.
THE INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(31.8.2007)
Stresses on need of training in school and college curriculum to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>JHA, Madan Mohan</td>
<td>Barriers to student access and success: is inclusive education an answer?</td>
<td>VERMA, GAJENDRA K. AND OTHERS(ED): INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATIONAL DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION, 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td>Education-Educational system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>PAPASTAMATIS, Adamantios</td>
<td>Greek common school system: bridges and barriers to inclusion,</td>
<td>VERMA, GAJENDRA K. AND OTHERS(ED): INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATIONAL DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION, 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
-EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

** Education-Educational system; Schools.

-EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM-CURRICULUM

203 GRANT, Carl, A
Diversity and inclusion in the United States: the dual structures that prevent equality, p.47-60, in.

Discusses the dual structure school i.e, desegregation/integration and (2) is curriculum of education in United States.
** Education-Educational system-Curriculum.

-HIGHER EDUCATION

204 ALTBACH, Philip G.
Vendanta University: A flawed pipe dream.
HINDU, 2007(29.8.2007)

Evaluates the chances of success of proposed Vendanta University in Orissa.
** Education-Higher education.

205 BHARGAVA, Pushpa M
Revamping higher education.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.29), 2007(July): P3060-3063

Expresses the views of Prime Minister Manmohan Singh over the recommendations of National knowledge Commission on higher education.
** Education-Higher education.

206 DASGUPTA, Dipankar
Status on the line: the problems Presidency college faces are not academic.
THE TELEGRAPH, 2007(23.8.2007)
** Education-Higher education.

207 JAYANTHI, C. and PINTO, Viveat Susan
Relaxing rules for higher education.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(20.8.2007)

Assesses whether privatisation of University level education will benefit education sector.
** Education-Higher education.

208 LAKSHMANAN, A.N.
Has college autonomy yielded results.
HINDU, 2007(19.8.2007)

** - Keywords 34
- HIGHER EDUCATION

Evaluates the scheme of autonomy of colleges.
** Education-Higher education.

209 MANMOHAN SINGH, H.K.
University autonomy.
TRIBUNE, 2007(19.8.2007)
** Education-Higher education.

-HIGHER EDUCATION-DISTANT EDUCATION

210 BALKRISHNAN, Ajit
IIM and IIT's class-less future.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(24.8.2007)

Discusses advantages and disadvantages of distant education in India.
** Education-Higher education-Distant education.

-PHYSICAL EDUCATION-SPORTS

211 KARLEKAR, Hiranmay
Ridding sports of parasites.
PIONEER, 2007(30.8.2007)

Analyses the reasons behind bad performance of India in international sports events.
** Education-Physical education-Sports.

212 PATHAK, Avijit
Beyond chak de ! India.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(30.8.2007)

Expresses concern over India's bad performances in sports.
** Education-Physical education-Sports.

-PHYSICAL EDUCATION-SPORTS-ASIAN GAMES

213 ROY, Sunit
Game of hosting games.
ALIVE, No.296, 2007(June): P.100-103

Examines the dispute between Sports Ministry and Indian Olympic Association after failure of India's bid for the 2014 Asian Games.
** Education-Physical education-Sports-Asian games.

- Keywords 35
Preparing for sports events.

ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(22.8.2007)

Compares the preparation of Delhi and Beijing in view of forthcoming Commonwealth games and Olympics respectively.

** Education-Physical education-Sports-Commonwealth games; Olympic games.

Competition in cricket.

BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(22.8.2007)

Focuses on newly formed Indian Cricket League and its competition with BCCI.

** Education-Physical education-Sports-Cricket.

Less than kindred spirits.

TELEGRAPH, 2007(30.8.2007)

Comments on formation of Indian cricket league.

** Education-Physical education-Sports-Cricket.

Team India needs full-time coach.

TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(30.8.2007)

** Education-Physical education-Sports-Cricket.

Lessons from China: For urban India.

NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(22.8.2007)

Appreciates China's effort to prepare their nation and people for Beijing Olympic games.

** Education-Physical education-Sports-Olympic games.

Beijing Olympics 2008.


Unveils the Olympic torch journey and other aspects.

** Education-Physical education-Sports-Olympic games.

On your marks (and Lenin): Beijing Olympics.

FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(17.8.2007)

** Education-Physical education-Sports-Olympic games.

** - Keywords 36
PHYSICAL EDUCATION-YOGA

221 SRINIVAS, Krishna Ravi
Intellectual property rights and traditional knowledge: care of yoga.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.27), 2007(14.7.2007): P2866-2871
** Education-Physical education-Yoga.

-SCHOOLS

222 ANANDA, H.N
Spare the cane, please.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(31.8.2007)
Comments critically on punishment given to school children in school.
** Education-Schools.

223 DUBEY, Muchund
Road map of a common school system in Bihar.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.29), 2007(July): P2999-3005
Discusses the recommendations of the Education Commission regarding the norms and standards required for a Common School system and the resource requirement for implementing such a system in Bihar.
** Education-Schools.

-SCHOOLS-PRIVATE SCHOOLS

224 SRIVASTAVA, Prachi
Low-fee private schooling: challenging an era of education for all and quality provision? P.138-161, in.
** Education-Schools-Private schools; Education expenses.

-SCHOOLS-PUBLIC SCHOOLS

225 SOOD, Neelam
Cherry picking and the issue of nursery school admissions.
SOCIAL CHANGE, V.37(No.2), 2007(June): P.69-75
Questions the selection criteria of public schools for the admission in nursery classes.
** Education-Schools-Public schools.

** - Keywords 37
-SEX EDUCATION

226 RAO, P.L. Vishweshwer
Using and misusing the power and knowledge.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(25.8.2007)

Discusses about the aims of sex education.
** Education-Sex education.

227 VIRANI, Pinki
Education is oversexed.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(28.8.2007)

Discusses the need of acceptable ways for imparting sex education.
** Education-Sex education.

-TEACHERS

228 KUMAR, S.
Retirement at 65: A good decision?
ALIVE, No.297, 2007(July 2007): P.84-85

Analyses different views over the Government's decision to increase retirement age of teachers from 62 years to 65 years.
** Education-Teachers.

229 MAHESHWARI, Shruti
Gurus get it all wrong.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.29), 2007(17.7.2007): P.51-52

Urges that the National Council for Teacher Education Act shall be repealed or amended to restore quality of teacher training colleges.
** Education-Teachers.

-TEXT BOOKS

230 SHAHID AMIN
Press the past forward button.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(16.8.2007)

Advocates for the right perspective of Indian history in text books.
** Education-Text books; History.
**ELECTIONS**
-ASSEMBLY ELECTION-(INDIA-UTTAR PRADESH)

231 MISRA, Y.K
** Elections-Assembly election-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

-ELECTION COMMISSION

232 JAITLEY, Arun
Way of the Election Commission.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(21.8.2007)

Discusses the issue whether the recommendation of Chief Election
Commissioner(CEC) for removal of an Election Commissioner is
binding on the Government.
** Elections-Election commission.

-ELECTION SYSTEM

233 SHARMA, N.D
Compulsory voting not the solution.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(29.8.2007)
** Elections-Election system.

-PRESIDENT ELECTION-(INDIA)

234 NAYAR, Kuldip
Loyalty versus consensus.
** Elections-President election-(India).

-PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION-(INDIA)

235 BHATTACHERJEE, Kallo1
Boomerang effect.
WEEK, V.25(No.33), 2007(15.7.2007): P.38-39

Discusses how the Left Front was divided over Smt. Pratibha
Patil's candidature.
** Elections-Presidential Election-(India).

236 Of principles in the political realm.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.27), 2007(14.7.2007): P2856

Discusses the morality discourse in Indian polity inview of the
politicisation of Presidential election.
** Elections-Presidential Election-(India).

** - Keywords 39
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION-(UNITED STATES)

HELMAN, Scott
Obama shows an ability to transcend race.
HINDU, 2007(20.8.2007)

Focuses on United States Presidential campaign.
**Elections-Presidential election-(United States).**

EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION

JANARDHAN, Meena
UAE immigrants grab amnesty offer.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(25.8.2007)
**Emigration and Immigration.**

MONIMALA DEVI
Economic history of Nepali migration and settlement in Assam.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.29), 2007(7uly): P3005-3007
**Emigration and Immigration.**

REFUGEES AND REHABILITATION

SUNILAM
Bhutanese refugees battle world's apathy.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007): P3087-3088
**Emigration and Immigration-Refugees and Rehabilitation.**

REFUGEES-(AFGHANISTAN)

YAHYA, Maroofi
Refugee situation in Afghanistan, P.83-98, in.
WARIKOO K(ED): AFGHANISTAN, V.I, 2007
New Delhi, Pentagon Press.
**Emigration and Immigration-Refugees-(Afghanistan).**

ENERGY
-ELECTRICITY

MEHRA, Puja
Blacked out.

Examines power-shortage in India even after fourteen years of power reforms.
**Energy-Electricity.**

**- Keywords 40**
KIM, Dae-Wook and KNITTEL, Christopher R
Biases in static oligopoly models? evidence from the California electrical market.
JOURNALS OF INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS, V.54(No.4), 2006(December): P.451

Analyses the use of direct measure of marginal cost for the California electricity market.
** Energy-Electricity-(United States).

SHARMA, Prabodh Chandra
Efficient and transparent power system.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(24.8.2007)

Discusses the need of reforms in Assam's electricity board.
** Energy-Electricity-State Electricity Board.

NYE, Joseph S.
Challenge of energy security.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(20.8.2007)
** Energy-Energy policy-(India).

CHAUDHURI, Pabitra
Alternative sources of energy.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(25.8.2007)
** Energy-Non conventional power resources.

YADAV, Kushal Pal Singh
Blanket approval?
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.3), 2007(16.6.2007): P.26

Examines the implications of Supreme Court's order on waste-to-energy plans.
** Energy-Non conventional Power Resources-Waste Energy.

GANGULI, Bodhisatva
Breaking the technology shackles.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(28.8.2007)

** - Keywords 41
-NUCLEAR ENERGY

Expresses views on right use of nuclear power.
** Energy-Nuclear energy.

-POWER RESOURCES-FUEL-BIOFUEL

249 DA SILVA, Luiz Inacio Lula
Towards sustainable growth: Biofuel revolution.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(17.8.2007)
** Energy-Power resources-Fuel-Biofuel.

250 SETHI, Surya P.
How green is biofuel.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(16.8.2007)
** Energy-Power resources-Fuel-Biofuel.

FAMILY PLANNING

251 GLEI, Dona A and HORIUCHI, Shiro
Narrowing sex differential in life expectancy in high-income populations: effects of differences in the age pattern of mortality
POPULATION STUDIES, V.61(No.2), 2007(July): P.141-159
** Family planning.

252 SRINIVASAN, K and others
Reviewing reproductive and child health programme in India.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.27&28), 2007(14.7.2007): P2931-2939
** Family Planning.

FINANCE

-(INDIA-UTTAR PRADESH)

253 JHA, Praveen and DAS, Subrat
Fiscal strains in the era of neo-liberal reforms a study of Uttar Pradesh, P.308-344, in.
PAI, SUDHA(ED): POLITICAL PROCESS IN UTTAR PRADESH, 2007 Delhi, Pearson Education.
** Finance-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

254 SHANKAR, Kripa
PAI, SUDHA(ED): POLITICAL PROCESS IN UTTAR PRADESH, 2007 Delhi, Pearson Education.
** Finance-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

-BANKS AND BANKING

255 BHAGWAT, Jaimini
Why have stop go ECB policies.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(31.8.2007)
** - Keywords 42
Critically comment on RBI's policy on External Commercial Borrowing (ECB).
** Finance-Banks and banking.

** Does America need a recession.
THE FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(31.8.2007)

Critically comments on discount rates being cut off by Federal Bank.
** Finance-Banks and banking.

** In depth study of RBI's positive or negative role.
MONTHLY PUBLIC OPINION SURVEY, V.52(No.9), 2007(June): P.16-26
** Finance-Banks and Banking.

** RAO, Sanat
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(23.8.2007)
** Finance-Banks and banking; Cyber crime.

** RODRIGUES, Ryan
Reading out.

Discusses how Indian Banks are expanding across the globe.
** Finance-Banks and banking.

** SRIVASTAVA, R.M. and NIGAM, Divya
Retail banking in India.
YOJANA, V.51, 2007(July 2007): P.57-59
** Finance-Banks and banking.

** WOLF, Martin
The Fed must prolong the party.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(23.8.2007)

Expresses concern on credit crisis and the role of Federal Reserve
** Finance-Banks and banking.

-BANKS AND BANKING-BANK CREDIT

** CHANDRASEKHAR, C.P
Banking on home builders.
FRONTLINE, V.24(No.13), 2007(13.7.2007): P.40-42

 Warns off banks against the risk involved in housing loans.
 ** Finance-Banks and banking-Bank credit; Housing finance.

** Keywords 43
263 RODRIGUES, Ryan
Show me the money.

Examines the efforts of Indian Banks to raise the funds.
** Finance-Banks and banking-Bank credit.

264 Shift in profile of bank lending.
ECONOMIC & POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.25), 2007(23.6.2007):
P2368-2374
** Finance-Banks and Banking-Bank credit.

265 VIRENDER KUMAR
Micro-finance in mountainous states.
MAN & DEVELOPMENT, V.29(No.2), 2007(June): P.81-96
** Finance-Banks and Banking-Bank credit.

-BANKS AND BANKING-BANK FRAUDS

266 KETKAR, S.P
If you are a credit card customer erase the CVV no.
THE ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(31.8.2007)

Discusses about the way to protect debit or credit card from its misuse.
** Finance-Banks and Banking-Bank frauds.

-BANKS AND BANKING-BANK RATE

267 RBI rate hike triggers melt down in share market.
MONTHLY COMMENTARY ON INDIAN ECONOMIC CONDITIONS,
V.48(No.10), 2007(May): P.17-20
** Finance-Banks and banking-Bank rate; Share markets.

268 RBI's rate hike is for fighting inflation, but it will hit realty, automobile and banking industries.
MONTHLY COMMENTARY ON INDIAN ECONOMIC CONDITIONS,
V.48(No.10), 2007(May): P.14-17
** Finance-Banks and banking-Bank rate.

-BANKS AND BANKING-BANKING REFORMS

269 GEORGE, Mary
Fiscal crisis in Kerala: Evolution experiment and present scenario, P.283-314, in.
New Delhi, APH Publishing.
** Finance-Banks and Banking-Banking reforms.
270 AHUJA, Shobha
Savings and changes in interest rates.
THE ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(31.8.2007)

Discusses the reasons for growth in savings and the savings interest rate.
** Finance-Banks and banking-Savings and investment.

271 SHETTY, S.L
India's saving performance since the advent of planning: an eclectic, review and design of policy for promoting domestic savings.
New Delhi, Oxford University Press.
** Finance-Banks and Banking-Savings and Investment.

-BUDGET
272 EAPEN, Mridul
Gender budgeting and decentralised governance, P.209-244, in.
OOMEN, M.A.(ED): DECADE OF DECENTRALISATION IN KERALA, 2007
New Delhi, Har-Anand Publications.
** Finance-Budget; Women.

-CURRENCY AND COINAGE-CONVERTIBILITY
273 SUBRAMANIAN, Arvind
Capital account convertibility: Neglected consideration.
ECONOMIC & POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.25), 2007(23.7.2007): P2413-2418
** Finance-Currency and Coinage-Convertibleility.

-CURRENCY AND COINAGE-MONETARY POLICY-(INDIA)
274 LINGLE, Christopher
Rethink monetary policy.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(21.8.2007)
** Finance-Currency and coinage-Monetary policy-(India).

275 PATNAIK, Ila
Comparing monetary policies.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(24.8.2007)

Compares monetary policies of India and China.
** Finance-Currency and coinage-Monetary policy-(India).

276 RAJWADE, A.V.
Sterilisation and CRR: A thought experiment.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(20.8.2007)

** - Keywords 45
Evaluates currency reserve ratio as an instrument to sterilise the growth in money supply market.

** Finance-Currency and coinage-Monetary policy-(India).

**DEFICIT FINANCING-BANK CREDIT

277 RAKSHIT, Mihir
Some puzzles of India's macro economy, P.70-94, in.
VAIDYANATHAN, A AND KRISHNA, K.L(ED):INSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS IN
INDIA'S DEVELOPMENT, 2007
New Delhi, Oxford University Press.

Focuses on elimination of revenue deficit alongwith reduction of fiscal deficit.

** Finance-Deficit financing-Bank credit.

**ECONOMIC OFFENCE

278 JOGINDER Singh
Counterfeit currency: Food for thought.
INDIAN OBSERVER, V.47(No.14), 2007(15 July): P.34-35

Exposes illegal printing of Indian Currency in Pakistan.

** Finance-Economic offence.

**EXPENDITURE

279 JOHL, S.S.
Punjab's empty coffers and blame games politicians play.
TRIBUNE, 2007(29.8.2007)

Blames political class for lack of vision and statesmanship for bad financial position of states.

** Finance-Expenditure.

**FOREIGN ASSISTANCE-INVESTMENT

280 GOYAL, Ashima
Underestimating investment and growth.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(22.8.2007)

Discusses the investment rate already exceeding the eleventh plan target.

** Finance-Foreign assistance-Investment.

281 POTDAR, Nitin
FDI regime, opaque as ever.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(16.8.2007)

** Keywords 46
-FOREIGN ASSISTANCE-INVESTMENT

** Finance-Foreign assistance-Investment.

-FOREIGN ASSISTANCE-INVESTMENT-(INDIA)

282 Slew of global insurers to launch operations in India.
MONTHLY COMMENTARY ON INDIAN ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, V.48(No.10),
2007(May): P.21-24
** Finance-Foreign assistance-Investment-(India); Insurance.

283 TANEJA, Gaurav
Removing bottlenecks to boost foreign investment.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(30.8.2007)

Discusses more liberal rules to encourage foreign investment further.
** Finance-Foreign assistance-Investment-(India).

-GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING

284 D'SOUZA, Dolphy
New-age accounting standards.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(22.8.2007)

Discusses the issue of implementation of international financial reporting standard globally.
** Finance-Government Accounting.

285 MECKLAI, Jamal
Trying to close the capital account.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(17.8.2007)

Comments critically on government's move to close the capital account.
** Finance-Government accounting.

-INFLATION

286 JHUNJHUNWALA, Bharat
Bharat Nirman and inflation.
FRONTIER, V.39(No.48), 2007(17-23 July): P.3-4
** Finance-Inflation.

-PUBLIC DEBT

287 PANDIYA, Sanjeev
Contrarian subprime primer:A look at the genesis of the bad loan that has rattles markets.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(23.8.2007)
** Finance-Public debt.

** - Keywords 47
Making sense of the tax numbers.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(29.8.2007)

Analyses that direct tax is the main contributor for the rise in tax revenue.
** Finance-Taxation.

Tax vision for global India.
THE ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(30.8.2007)

 Discusses the need of tax reforms in India for economic growth.
** Finance-Taxation.

Taxing times, good times.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(29.8.2007)

Analyses the factors behind the remarkable growth in tax collection in recent years.
** Finance-Taxation.

Taxation of offshore portfolio investment by New Zealand Presidents: new foreign investment fund rules.
BULLETIN FOR INTERNATIONAL TAXATION, V.61(No.6), 2007(June): P.245-256
** Finance-Taxation-(New Zealand); Investment.

Killer rain.
INDIAN OBSERVER, V.47(No.14), 2007(15 July): P.8-14

Expresses concern over the losses due to flood in various states of India.
** Flood-(India).

India entered an era of imports of food grains.
** Food-Food import.
FOOD PROCUREMENT

294 CHAKRABORTY, Gorky
Surplus of food or hunger-analytical note on food security in India, P.57-59, in.
BASU, DEBASHIS AND OTHERS(ED): AGRICULTURE FOOD SECURITY NUTRITION
AND HEALTH IN NORTH EAST INDIA, V.II, 2006
New Delhi, Mittal Publications.
** Food-Food procurement; Hunger.

FOOD PRODUCTION-(INDIA-NORTH EAST)

295 BHATTACHARYA, Rituparna
Foodstuff and population of North East India, P.51-55, in.
BASU, DEBASHIS AND OTHERS(ED): AGRICULTURE FOOD SECURITY NUTRITION
AND HEALTH IN NORTH EAST INDIA, 2006
New Delhi, Mittal Publications.
** Food-Food production-(India-North East).

FOOD SECURITY

296 ZAHID HUSAIN
Strategy for food and nutrition security in North East India, P.81-89, in.
BASU, DEBASHIS AND OTHERS(ED): AGRICULTURE FOOD SECURITY NUTRITION
AND HEALTH IN NORTH EAST INDIA, 2006
New Delhi, Mittal Publications.
** Food-Food security; Nutrition.

GEOGRAPHY
-(INDIA-NAGALAND)

297 VERMA, Anoop
Denizens of Nagaland.
ALIVE, No.296, 2007(June): P.24-27

Throws a glimpse on the life of Naga people.
** Geography-(India-Nagaland).

HISTORY
-(INDIA)

298 BHASIN, Avtar Singh
1947: Written in blood.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(19.8.2007)
** History-(India).

299 DHANDA, R.C.
Rewriting Indian History.
ALIVE, No.297, 2007(July 2007): P.100-104

Expresses concern over the efforts of Hindutva bigots to prevent the truths of Indian history.

** - Keywords 49
HISTORY-(INDIA)

** History-(India).

300 GORADIA, Prafull
Raj redeemed India.
PIONEER, 2007(28.8.2007)

Discusses impact of British rule in India.
** History-(India).

301 NANDY, Ashis
Freedom came with a price: Partition.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(16.8.2007)
** History-(India).

-FREEDOM MOVEMENT-(INDIA)

302 BHATTACHARJEE, Jyotsna
India's freedom a shattered dream.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(17.8.2007)
** History-Freedom movement-(India).

303 MISRA, Amaresh
Ties that bind 1857 and 1947.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(16.8.2007)
** History-Freedom movement-(India).

304 NAYAR, Kuldip
Men of straw.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(20.8.2007)
** History-Freedom movement-(India).

305 SAINATH, P.
Nine decades of non-violence.
HINDU, 2007(23.8.2007)

Remembers the forgotten Muslim freedom fighters.
** History-Freedom movement-(India); Islam.

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT-
AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

306 Automobile slowdown: Companies need to work harder.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(18.8.2007)
** Industrial development-Automobile industry.

CEMENT INDUSTRY

307 MEHTA, Pradeep S.
Customers as enemies.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(18.8.2007)

** - Keywords 50
CEMENT INDUSTRY

Focuses on problem of cartelization in cement industry.
** Industrial development-Cement industry.

ENTERPRISES-BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING SECTOR

308 China's outsourcing woes.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(17.8.2007)
** Industrial development-Enterprises-Business Process Outsourcing sector.

INDUSTRIAL POLICY-(INDIA)

309 ALAGH, Yoginder K.
On alternative mindsets.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(28.8.2007)

Discusses the need of new plants and policies for fast Industrial development in mixed economy like India.
** Industrial development-Industrial policy-(India).

INDUSTRIES-ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY

310 RAMASWAMY, Chitra
Transforming lives.
WEEK, V.25(No.34), 2007(22.7.2007): P.24026

Assesses the success of BALCO, (the largest Aluminium producer in the country) after privatisation and its contribution to the society.
** Industrial Development-Industries-Aluminium Industry.

INDUSTRIES-AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

311 RADHAKRISHNA RAO
India becoming major automobile hub.
ALIVE, No.297, 2007(July 2007): P.52-54
** Industrial development-Industries-Automobile industry.

INDUSTRIES-MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

312 DAWAR, Kewal Raj
Punjab's manufacturing slowdown.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(28.8.2007)

Analyses the slow growth rate of manufacturing industries in Punjab.
** Industrial development-Industries-Manufacturing industry.

** - Keywords 51
313 JAIN, L.C.
Issue is employment.
YOJANA, V.51, 2007(June 2007): P.7-10

Draws attention on employment generation by Handloom sector.
** Industrial development-Small scale industries; Employment and unemployment.

314 MODAK, Savita
FabIndia-a case study.

Analyses the reason behind the success of FabIndia.
** Industrial development-Small scale industries.

315 REDDY, P. Siva Sankara
Rural tourism and handicrafts.
YOJANA, V.51, 2007(June 2007): P.29-31
** Industrial development-Small scale industries; Tourism.

316 SINHA, B.K.
Tradition of skills.
YOJANA, V.51, 2007(June 2007): P.12-14

Expresses the need of a handloom industry.
** Industrial development-Small scale industries; Industrial policy.

317 VARMA, Aruna
Changing landscape:Andhra.
YOJANA, V.51, 2007(July 2007): P.36

Focuses on the development of Handloom industry in Andhra Pradesh.
** Industrial development-Small scale industries-(India-Andhra Pradesh).

** - Keywords                       52

** - Keywords                       52
319 Joseph, Anto. T.  
Maritime control and safety.  
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(20.8.2007)

Draws attention towards problem of wreck removal and oil pollution in our seas.

** International law-Maritime law; Hazardous waste.

**-REGIONAL ALLIANCES AND PACTS-ASEAN

320 HOON PARK, Sung  
ASEAN-Korea cooperation in the development of new ASEAN members: Korea's ODA policy, P.111-134, in.  
LEONG, HO KHAI(ED): ASEAN-KOREA RELATIONS, 2007  
Singapore ISEAS publishing.

** International law-Regional Alliances and Pacts-ASEAN.

321 KAMARULNIZAM, Abdullah  
Southeast Asian security challenges: Strategic view from ASEAN, P.9  
29, in.  
LEONG, HO KHAI(ED): ASEAN-KOREA RELATIONS, 2007  
Singapore ISEAS publishing.

** International law-Regional Alliances and Pacts-ASEAN; International boundaries.

322 KOSYREV, Dmitri  
ASEAN, made in China.  
PIONEER, 2007(16.8.2007)

Association of South-East Asian Nations(ASEAN).

** International law-Regional alliances and pacts-ASEAN.

**-REGIONAL ALLIANCES AND PACTS-G8

323 BIDWAI, Praful  
G-5 alternative to G-8?: limits of the emerging powers.  

** International law-Regional alliances and pacts-G8.

324 CHENGAPPA, Raj  
Great bureaubabble.  

Appreciates the diplomatic tactics of Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh for realizing the importance of G-5 countries at G-8 summit.

** International law-Regional Alliances and Pacts-G8.

** - Keywords
REGIONAL ALLIANCES AND PACTS-SCO

325  DAS, Rup Narayan
India's relations with SCO.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(24.8.2007)

Discusses India's future relationship with Shanghai Cooperation Organisation in terms of trade, economic, political and military cooperation.
** International law-Regional alliances and pacts-SCO.

326  RADYUHIN, Vladimir
Setting up SCO as a control to NATO.
HINDU, 2007(21.8.2007)

States that Shanghai Cooperation Organisation(SCO) is an answer to NATO and focuses on security and counter terrorism.
** International law-Regional alliances and pacts-SCO.

327  SCO against western rule in regional security.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(21.8.2007)
** International law-Regional alliances and pacts-SCO.

-TREATIES

328  NANDA, Prakash
Parliament ratification, a must.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(31.8.2007)

Expresses the need of provision of notification of bilateral treaties by Parliament.
** International law-Treaties.

-WAR

329  PATNAIK, Prabhat
War, peace and nationalism, P.100-112, in.
NARAIN, PRAKASH(ED):HUMAN CONDITION, 2007
New Delhi, Har-Anand Publications.
** International law-War; Social ethics.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
-(AFGHANISTAN)

330  MILNE, Seamus
Bloody failure regarded as a good war.
HINDU, 2007(24.8.2007)

States that Western occupation in Afghanistan has brought neither peace nor development.
** International relations-(Afghanistan).
Focuses on bilateral relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan.

** International relations-(Afghanistan-Pakistan).

** International relations-(ASEAN-Korea).

Examines the impact of Sino-Myanmar ties on India's foreign policy

** International relations-(China-Myanmar).

** International relations-(China-Tibet).

** International relations-(Cuba-United States).

** International relations-(India).
337 GRARE, Frederic
Afghanistan and the Quest for Central Asian Resource, P.47-61, in.
WARIKOO, K(ED):AFGHANISTAN, V.1(No.II), 2006
New Delhi, Pentagon Press.

Discusses Afghanistan's cooperation on Indo-Iran deal on gas pipeline.
** International relations-(India-Afghanistan-Iran); Gas.

338 SUBRAHMANIAM, Vidya
Lessons from the Haneef episode.
HINDU, 2007(17.8.2007)
** International relations-(India-Australia).

339 HANDOO, Sarla
Delhi-Dhaka in dialogue mode.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(23.8.2007)

Focuses on talk over issue of terrorism between India and Bangladesh.
** International relations-(India-Bangladesh).

340 KHAIRE, Harish
Democratic pressure and international diplomacy.
HINDU, 2007(29.8.2007)

Discusses whether democracy's noise can become a positive asset in pursuit of national diplomatic goal.
** International relations-(India-Burma); Democracy.

341 SIKRI, Rajiv and LALL, Marie
India is losing Burma to China.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(18.8.2007)
** International relations-(India-Burma).

342 NAIDU, G.V.C.
Boost to Indo-Japan ties.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(27.8.2007)

Discusses Indo-Japan relation after the visit of Prime Minister of Japan.

** - Keywords 56
-(INDIA-JAPAN)

** International relations-(India-Japan).

343 RAJA MOHAN, C.
Two PMs, one problem: China.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(21.8.2007)

Focuses on India and Japan's concern over China.
** International relations-(India-Japan).

344 SALMAN HAIDER
Mr. Abe comes calling.
STATESMAN, 2007(30.8.2007)

Discusses Indo-Japan relationship after the visit of Japanese Prime Minister.
** International relations-(India-Japan).

345 SINGH, K. Natwar
Shinzo Abe's passage to India.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(28.8.2007)

Comment on speech given by Japan's Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to the joint session of Parliament.
** International relations-(India-Japan).

346 SINGH, N.K.
India and Japan: Great expectations.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(26.8.2007)
** International relations-(India-Japan).

347 Tokya calling.
PIONEER, 2007(22.8.2007)

Discusses relations between India and Japan.
** International relations-(India-Japan).

-(INDIA-MYANMAR)

348 JHA, Ganganath
Indo-Myanmar relations: Overview.
WORLD FOCUS, V.28(No.6), 2007(June 2007): P.234-238
** International relations-(India-Myanmar).

349 LANGPOKLAKPAM SURAJ SINGH
Dynamics of India: Myanmar relations and the Manipur equation.
WORLD FOCUS, V.28(No.6), 2007(June 2007): P.239-244
** International relations-(India-Myanmar).

** - Keywords 57
Can India and Pakistan unite?

**International relations-(India-Pakistan).**

Necessity of CBM in Indo-Pak relations during post Pokhran II period and visions for the future.

**International relations-(India-Pakistan).**

Analyses the impact of Indo-U.S. nuclear deal on Indo-Pak relations.

**International relations-(India-Pakistan); Nuclear relations-(India-United States).**

Focuses on India's policy towards Singapore.

**International relations-(India-Singapore).**

Suggests Indian Government to fight for Tibet's cause.

**International relations-(India-Tibet).**

Examines the impact of Indo-US ties on India's relations with other countries.

**International relations-(India-United States).**
- (IRAQ)

356  POWER, Jonathan
At last, a substantive plan for ending the Iraq war.
STATESMAN, 2007(24.8.2007)
** International relations-(Iraq).

- (ISRAEL-PALESTINE)

357  KOSHY, Ninan
Palestine's new partition.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.27), 2007(14.7.2007):
P2871-2873

Critically examines the move of USA with the support of Israel, European Union and some Arab leaders to divide Palestine as a solution to end Israel-Palestine conflict.
** International relations-(Israel-Palestine).

358  MOHAMMED HIGAZY
Middle East: The way forward.
HINDU, 2007(23.8.2007)

Expects a positive response from Israel to peace initiatives of Arab league to establish peace in the region.
** International relations-(Israel-Palestine).

- (PAKISTAN-UNITED STATES)

359  JOHN, Wilson
How the Americans did it: Musharraf’s strategic retreat.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(18.8.2007)

Analyses the role of United States in arranging meeting between Musharraf and Benazir Bhutto.
** International relations-(Pakistan-United States).

- (RUSSIA)

360  FISCHER, Joschka
Russia flexes its muscles.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(31.8.2007)

States that Europe must keep a watch on Russia seeking a role as a global power.
** International relations-(Russia).

** - Keywords

59
361 PETRAS, James
US-West Asia Wars: Social opposition and political impotence.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007):
P3089-3090
** International relations-(United States-West Asia).

-DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR SERVICE-(INDIA)
362 MANSING, Lalit
Hire more hands.
WEEK, V.25(No.27), 2007(3.6.2007): P.27

Highlights the shortage of manpower at India's diplomatic services
** International relations-Diplomatic and consular service-(India).

-FOREIGN POLICY-(INDIA)
363 SEN, Parana
Journey from idealism to realism.
STATESMAN, 2007(21.8.2007)

Traces the change in India's foreign policy.
** International relations-Foreign policy-(India).

364 SINGH, S. Nihal
Tempests in the neighbourhood.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(23.8.2007)

Discusses conflict between India who is emerging as regional power
and its smaller neighbours.
** International relations-Foreign policy-(India).

-FOREIGN POLICY-(ITALY)
365 BRIGHI, Elisabetta
One man along? A longue Duree approach to Italy's foreign policy
under Berlusconi.
GOVERNMENT AND OPPOSITION, V.41(No.2), 2007(Spring): P.278-297
** International relations-Foreign policy-(Italy).

-FOREIGN POLICY-(MYANMAR)
366 RAJSHEKHAR
WORLD FOCUS, Vol.2(No.6), 2007(June 2007): P.207-212
** International relations-Foreign policy-(Myanmar).

** - Keywords 60
FOREIGN POLICY-(PAKISTAN-AFGHANISTAN)

367 BAHADUR, Kalin
Pakistan's policy in Afghanistan, P.382-391, in.
WARIKOO, K(ED):AFGHANISTAN, V.1, 2006
New Delhi, Pentagon Press.
** International relations-Foreign policy-(Pakistan-Afghanistan).

FOREIGN POLICY-(UNITED STATES-CHINA)

368 KLUG, Foster
Enter the dragon.
PIONEER, 2007(16.8.2007)

Focuses on United States policy towards China as a vital point of
discussion in United States Presidential poll.
** International relations-Foreign policy-(United States-China).

IRRIGATION

369 KAMAN, Benjamin
Impact of irrigation on poverty.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(25.8.2007)
** Irrigation.

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

370 PANDA, B.K and others
Impact of watersheds in development on dryland farming in KBK
district of Orissa.
JOURNAL OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT, V.26(No.2), 2007(April-June):
P.189-206

Examines the impact of watershed management programme on the
cropping pattern, food security and level of deprivation in
Kashipur block of Rayagada.
** Irrigation-Irrigation systems.

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS-DAMS

371 JHUNJHUNWALA, Bharat
Dam it all: Dangers of the Run-of-River technology.
STATESMAN, 2007(27.8.2007)

Discusses the ill effects of Run of River dams.
** Irrigation-Irrigation systems-Dams.

372 THAKKAR, Himanshu
Over one crore acres submerged by large dams in India.
DAMS, RIVERS & PEOPLE, V.5(No.4-5), 2007(May-June): P.8-9

** - Keywords
Debates about the impact of larger dams in India.

** Irrigation-Irrigation systems-Dams.

** LABOUR AND LABOURING CLASSES -EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

373 MUKHOPADHYAY, Abhiroop and RAJARAMAN, Indira
Rural unemployment 1999-2005: who gained, who lost?
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007):
P3116-3120
** Labour and labouring classes-Employment and unemployment.

374 SUNDARAM, K
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007):
P3121-3131
** Labour and Labouring classes-Employment and unemployment; Poverty.

** INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

375 MOBUL MORSHED AHMAD
Interactions between field workers and their clients and superiors in the NGOs (Non-Governmental Organisations) in Bangladesh.
JOURNAL OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT, V.26(No.2), 2007(April-June):
P.227-252
** Labour and labouring classes-Industrial relations.

** LABOUR UNION

376 FRAZIER, Martin
Brief look at Grenadian labour today.
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, V.86(No.6), 2007(June): P.32-35
Discusses how labour movement in Grenada challenges capitalist globalisation.
** Labour and labouring classes-Labour union.

377 SEARS, Ben
Labour’s untold story: Iraq’s workers fight for the future.
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, V.86(No.6), 2007(June): P.28-29
** Labour and labouring classes-Labour union.

** LAW AND JUSTICE -JUDICIARY

378 PRASHANT, Bhushan
Denial of justice.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(29.8.2007)
 Discusses the issue of judicial accountability.

** - Keywords 62
-JUDICIARY-CASES PENDING

379 JOGINDER, Singh
Right leap.
INDIAN OBSERVER, V.47(No.15), 2007(1 August 2007): P.42-43

Discusses the backlog of court cases in India.
** Law and justice-Judiciary-Cases pending.

380 SANGHVI, Vijay
Poor undertrials denied justice.
TRIBUNE, 2007(22.8.2007)
** Law and justice-Judiciary-Cases pending.

-JUDICIARY-COURTS-(CANADA)

381 NOORANI, A.G
Liberty vs security: Canadian model.
ECONOMIC & POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.5), 2007(14.7.2007):
P2854-2855

Appreciates the judicial sensitivity of Canadian courts to human rights and fairness that can play a role model for Indian courts.
** Law and justice-Judiciary-Courts-(Canada).

-JUDICIARY-JUDICIARY AND SOCIETY

382 VENKATACHALIAH, M.N
Law, Justice and human values, P.116-124, in.
NARAIN, PRAKASH(ED):HUMAN CONDITION, 2007
New Delhi, Har-Anand Publications.
** Law and Justice-Judiciary-Judiciary and society.

-JUDICIARY-JUDICIARY AND STATE

383 ANTONY, M.J.
Judiciary clears way for policy makers.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(22.8.2007)

Focuses on judicial decision regarding financial policy of government.
** Law and justice-Judiciary-Judiciary and state.
384  BHAT, K.N.
Disrespect to courts:Trend can harm judiciary.
TRIBUNE, 2007(21.8.2007)
** Law and justice-Judiciary-Judiciary legislative executive-
(India).

LINGUISTIC
-ENGLISH
385  THAPAR, Karan
English, as she’s spoken and written.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(19.8.2007)
** Linguistic-English.

MASS MEDIA
-FILMS
386  CHANDEL, Amar
Poor script are the bane of Indian cinema.
TRIBUNE, 2007(16.8.2007)
** Mass Media-Films.
387  DIVYA, A.
India talkies.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(18.8.2007)

Discussion: patriotism depicted in Indian cinema.
** Mass Media-Films.
388  SHEIKH AMINAH
Bollywood is now at its corporate best.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(24.8.2007)

Discussion: institutional funding and corporate backing in Bollywood
** Mass Media-Films.
389  THIMMAYA, P.P. and AMBARKHANE, Saket
The name of the game is Animation.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(24.8.2007)

Discussion: about animation industry and its importance in economy.
** Mass Media-Films.

-RADIO AND TELEVISION
390  GOSWAMI, Manoranjan
The electronic media.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(19.8.2007)
** Mass media-Radio and Television.
- RADIO AND TELEVISION

391 KAUL, Mahima
Kyunki there’s a world out there.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(30.8.2007)

Focuses on impact of soap operas of television on social life.
** Mass Media-Radio and Television.

-RADIO AND TELEVISION-BROADCASTING

392 JOSEPH, Ammu
Don't shackle the waves.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(17.8.2007)

Focuses on row between the government and broadcasters over draft Broadcasting Services Regulation Bill.
** Mass Media-Radio and Television-Broadcasting.

393 JOSEPH, Ammu
Stop playing big brother.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(25.8.2007)

Comment critically on the draft broadcast bill and content code.
** Mass Media-Radio and Television-Broadcasting.

MINES AND MINERALS
-MINERALS-COAL

394 CHANDEL, Amar
Jharia: A town on fire.
TRIBUNE, 2007(28.8.2007)

Focuses on problems that Jharia town is facing today along with underground fire in coal mines.
** Mines and minerals-Minerals-Coal; Mining accidents.

PARLIAMENT
-LEGISLATORS-CODE OF CONDUCT

395 KHARE, Harish
At 60, the political culture needs renewal.
HINDU, 2007(16.8.2007)

Expects a better and honest conduct by Indian politicians.
** Parliament-Legislators-Code of conduct.

396 SACHAR, Rajinder
Cut their salaries.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(28.8.2007)

** - Keywords 65
PARLIAMENT
-LEGISLATORS-CODE OF CONDUCT

Gives suggestion to cut in salary of Legislators on the basis of no work, no pay.
** Parliament-Legislators-Code of conduct.

397 SAXENA, Payal
Probing dirty linen.
WEEK, V.25(No.34), 2007(22.7.2007): P.19

Exposes the martial discord of RJD MP, Rajesh Kumar Manji, the issue is being probed by a Parliamentary Committee constituted to look into the misconduct of law makers.
** Parliament-Legislators-Code of conduct.

398 SINGHVI, L.M.
Bringing the house down.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(22.8.2007)

Criticises the deplorable levels of indiscipline shown by Indian politician in the house.
** Parliament-Legislators-Code of conduct.

PETROLEUM
-GAS

399 BANERJEE, Soma
India’s gas market: Setting the rules.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(27.8.2007)

Discusses the need of government policy for gas utilisation and pricing.
** Petroleum-Gas.

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
-(PAKISTAN)

400 BAID, Samuel
Unfulfilled quest for democracy: Sixty years of Pakistan.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(21.8.2007)
** Politics and government-(Pakistan).

-(TURKEY)

401 HUSAIN HAQQANI
Why the world must look at Turkey.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(22.8.2007)

Appreciates the good balance between radical Islam and secularism in Turkey.

** - Keywords 66
- (TURKEY)
** Politics and government-(Turkey).

-CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS

402 CHANDHK E. Neera
Global civil society and global justice.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.29), 2007(21.7.2007): P3016-3022

Assesses the achievement of Global Civil Society Organisation in drawing attention of the world to seek justice and to speak for particularly deprived and marginalised groups.

** Politics and Government-Civil and Political Rights.

-CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS-EMERGENCY

403 REHMAN, I.A.
Emergency is no option for Pakistan.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(28.8.2007)

Discusses probability of emergency in Pakistan.

** Politics and government-Civil and Political rights-Emergency.

-CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS-FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS

404 BORA, Abhijit
Right to freedom of expression.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(19.8.2007)

** Politics and Government-Civil and political rights-Fundamental rights.

-CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS-RIGHT TO INFORMATION

405 JAYAKUMAR, N.K
New Delhi, APH Publishing.

** Politics and Government-Civil and political rights-Right to Information.

-COALITION POLITICS

406 BHAMBHRI, C.P.
Coalition or minority governments.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(25.8.2007)

Analyses of coalition Government in India.

** - Keywords

---
-COALITION POLITICS

** Politics and government-Coalition politics.

407 JAFFRELOT, Christopher
What BJP rule meant.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(21.8.2007)

Expresses views on BJP's coalition politics.
** Politics and government-Coalition politics; BJP.

408 SEEMA CHISTI
Forty years of coalitions.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(16.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Coalition politics.

409 SINGH, S. Nihal
Coalition in the future: Art of keeping regional parties together.
TRIBUNE, 2007(28.8.2007)

Discusses coalition politics in future.
** Politics and government-Coalition politics.

-FORMS OF STATE-DEMOCRACY-(EUROPE)

410 PRIDHARN, Geoffrey
European Union Accession Dynamics and democratization in Central and Eastern Europe.
GOVERNMENT AND OPPOSITION, V.41(No.3), 2006(Autumn): P.372-400
** Politics and Government-Forms of state-Democracy-(Europe).

-FUNCTIONS OF GOVERNMENT-(INDIA)

411 ROY, Sunit
3 years of theatrical tenure.

Assesses the performance of UPA Government after completing three years in power.
** Politics and government-Functions of Government-(India).

-NATIONAL INTEGRATION-SECULARISM

412 MUJTABA SAYED ALI
Hindu-Muslim ties: Time to ponder.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(24.8.2007)

Discusses the need of Hindu-Muslim ties for the development and betterment of the society.
** Politics and government-National integration-Secularism.
Our tryst with secularism.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(27.8.2007)

Criticises religion based politics of political parties.
** Politics and government-National integration-Secularism.

Peace process and the ICRC.
** Politics and Government-Political agitation-(India-Assam).

Afghan coudrum: light weapons and state collapse, P.62-82, in.
WARIKOO, K(ED):AFGHANISTAN, V.1(No.II), 2006
New Delhi, Pentagon Press.
** Politics and Government-Political development-(Afghanistan).

Advocates for creative and non-military solution for Afghanistan.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Afghanistan).

Arm! entrenches itself in Bangladesh.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.29), 2007(21.7.2007):
P2991-2992

Discusses how the army is expanding its control in Bangladesh
despite wide spread protests.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Bangladesh).

States that BJP is not prepared for midterm poll.
** Politics and government-Political development-(India).

** - Keywords 69
POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(INDIA)

419 KAUSHISH, Poonam I
Time for national Government.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(29.8.2007)

Critically comments on current Indian politics.
** Politics and government-Political development-(India).

420 MENON, Jaya
Curious story of Congress-DMK ties.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(24.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(India).

421 PUNJ, Balbir K
Spectre of the bad old days of socialism.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(17.8.2007)
** Politics and Government-Political development-(India).

422 YADAV, Yogendra
Call the Left's bluff.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(27.8.2007)

Discusses the situation if mid-term election will held in India.
** Politics and government-Political development-(India).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(INDIA-GUJARAT)

423 VISVANATHAN, Shiv
Only Modi.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(17.8.2007)

Discusses the political stature of Narender Modi in Gujarati's political scenario.
** Politics and government-Political development-(India-Gujarat).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(INDIA-JAMMU AND KASHMIR)

424 CHOWDHARY, Rekha
Reading the popular mind in Jammu and Kashmir.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(21.8.2007)

Comments on positive response of Kashmiri people whether Kashmir should be given greater autonomy within the Indian constitution.
** Politics and government-Political development-(India-Jammu and Kashmir).

425 KAUL, Shayam
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(22.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(India-Jammu and Kashmir).

** - Keywords 70
-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(INDIA-KARNATAKA)

426 NASAVI, A.R
Political darshan as development in Karnataka.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007): P3076-3079

Critically examines the populist policies of Karnataka Government.
** Politics and Government-Political development-(India-Karnataka)

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(INDIA-KERALA)

427 DEVIKA, J
Fears of contagion? Depoliticisation and recent conflicts over politics in Kerala.
ECONOMIC & POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.25), 2007(23.7.2007): P2464-2470
** Politics and Government-Political development-(India-Kerala).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(INDIA-ORISSA)

428 MAHAPATRA, Basudev
Naveen's Orissa: Lots of dreams.
ALIVE, No.296, 2007(June): P.72-82

Critically examines the performance of Naveen Patnaik's Government in view of his industrialisation and urbanisation policy at the cost of people's livelihood.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(India-Orissa).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(INDIA-TAMIL NADU)

429 VENUGOPAL, K.V.
Slanging match hots up in Tamil Nadu.
ALIVE, 2007(July 2007): P.94-97

Focuses on political scenario of Tamil Nadu which is at a critical juncture as the sea-saw battle intensifies among the leaders of political parties.
** Politics and government-Political development-(India-Tamil Nadu).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(INDIA-UTTAR PRADESH)

430 JAOUUL, Nicolas
Political and 'Non-political means in the dalit movement, P.191-220, in.
PAI, SUDHA(ED):POLITICAL PROCESS IN UTTAR PRADESH, 2007 Delhi, Pearson education.

Analyses various facets of Dalit identity through non-political

** - Keywords 71
-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(INDIA-UTTAR PRADESH)
activism at the grassroots.
** Politics and Government-Political development-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(IRAN)
431 SANATI, Kimia
Government popularity on decline: Iran, two years on.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(30.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Iran).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(IRAQ)
432 DAVID, Roman
From Prague to Baghdad: Illustration systems and their political effects.
GOVERNMENT AND OPPOSITION, V.41(No.3), 2006(Autumn): P.347-372
** Politics and Government-Political development-(Iraq).

433 LOBE, Jim
No light at tunnel's end.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(28.8.2007)
Focuses on Iraq's interior problem.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Iraq).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(LIBYA)
434 MORAVESIK, Andrew
Rogue reforms.
NEWSWEEK, V.150(No.3), 2007(16.7.2007): P.24-27
Focuses on political development of Libya.
** Politics and Government-Political development-(Libya).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(MYANMAR)
435 BUNCOMBE, Andrew
Democracy activists stage rare protest in Burma.
TRIBUNE, 2007(24.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Myanmar).

436 TRIVEDI, Sonu
Democratisation in Myanmar: Progress and prospects.
WORLD FOCUS, Vol.2(No.6), 2007(June 2007): P.213-218
** Politics and government-Political development-(Myanmar).

437 ZAW, Aung
Political time-bomb.
STATESMAN, 2007(30.8.2007)

** - Keywords 72
Discusses student's protests in Myanmar against military regime.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Myanmar).

- POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(PAKISTAN)

438 AMIR MIR
Does Pakistan need this man?
OUTLOOK, V.47(No.31), 2007(30.7.2007): P.48-52

Focuses on political development in Pakistan.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

439 ANITA INDER SINGH
Pakistan's military raj.
TRIBUNE, 2007(16.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

440 BIDWAI, Praful
Failing on many fronts: Pakistan's military regime.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(23.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

441 BIDWAI, Praful
Pakistan at democracy's crossroad.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(24.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

442 BIDWAI, Praful
Pakistan at democracy's crossroads.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(22.8.2007)
** Politics and Government-Political development-(Pakistan).

443 DOVAL, Ajit
If Sharif comes back.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(29.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

444 General in his lady rinth: Pakistan's politics.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(22.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

445 HUSAIN HAQQANI
Can't skirt Pakistan.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(30.8.2007)

Comments on uncertainty existed in Pakistan's political scenario.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

446 KALYANI, Shankar
US keen on Musharraf-Benazir deal.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(26.8.2007)
** Politics and Government-Political development-(Pakistan).

** - Keywords 73
447 MUHAMMAD NAJEEB
Drawing a bloodline.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.29), 2007(17.7.2007): P.48-50

Examines the impact of Pakistan President Parvez Musharraf led operation silence on the political arena of Pakistan.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Pakistan).

448 MURTAZA RAZVI
Ambivalence of being Benazir.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(29.8.2007)

Comments on Benazir Bhutto's deal with general Musharraf.
** Politics and government-political development-(Pakistan).

449 NAYAR, Kuldip
Benazir-Musharraf pact.
TRIBUNE, 2007(27.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

450 NICHOLA KHAN
Mobilisation and political violence in the Mohajir community of Karachi.
ECONOMIC & POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.25), 2007(23.7.2007): P2435-2443
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Pakistan).

451 RAGHVENDRA
Pakistan at crossroads.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

452 SAREEN, Sushant
Pakistan tommorow.
TRIBUNE, 2007(30.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

453 SEN, Sankar
Ferment in Pakistan.
STATESMAN, 2007(28.8.2007)

Analyses the political scenario of Pakistan.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

454 Sharif can return.
HINDU, 2007(28.8.2007)

Evaluates the possibility of return of Nawaz Sharif and its impact on Pakistan's political scenario.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

** - Keywords
455  SOOD, Vikram
Slide show.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(20.8.2007)
Discusses on political turmoil in Pakistan.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

456  SUBRAMANIAN, Nirupama
Little time, few options for Musharraf.
HINDU, 2007(27.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

457  WITTE, Griff
Uneasy silence.
WEEK, V.25(No.34), 2007(22.7.2007): P.31
Analyses `Operation Silence' being launched by Parvez Musharraf at Lal Masjid in Pakistan.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Pakistan).

458  JANSEN, Michael
Palestine's statehood dreams.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(24.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Palestine).

459  SALMAN HAIDER
Pounding the camp.
STATESMAN, 2007(23.8.2007)
Focuses on political scenario of Palestine.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Palestine).

460  BULATHSINGHALA, Frances
Monsoon fury.
WEEK, V.25(No.33), 2007(15.7.2007): P.52-54
Examines the future of Rajapakse Government in Sri Lanka which faces a potential collapse.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Sri Lanka).

461  STOLBERG, Sheryl Gay
Political housekeeping for The White House.
HINDU, 2007(29.8.2007)
** - Keywords  75
Focuses on political development in United States in view of last year of the Presidency of President Bush.

** Politics and government-Political development-(United States).

462 YOUNGE, Gary
Bush now an embarrassment for Republicans.
HINDU, 2007(21.8.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(United States).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-PAKISTAN

463 NAQVI, M.B
Musharraf's musings.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(21.8.2007)

Focuses on the deal between Army Chief President Pervez Musharraf and Benazir Bhutto the life chairperson of Pakistan People's Party (PPP).
** Politics and Government-Political development-Pakistan.

-POLITICAL PARTIES

464 NASGUPTA, Shibani
Time for political parties to do some introspection.
INDIAN OBSERVER, V.47(No.15), 2007(1 Aug. 2007): P.12-13
** Politics and government-Political parties.

465 JAGADESAN, T.D
Where have all the leaders gone?
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(30.8.2007)

Discusses about great leaders of Indian politics.
** Politics and Government-Political parties.

-POLITICAL PARTIES-BJP

466 BHARDWAJ, Brij
Difficult times ahead for BJP and Left.
INDIAN OBSERVER, V.47(No.15), 2007(1 August 2007): P.16-17
** Politics and government-Political parties-BJP.

467 BHATTACHARJEE, Shibdas
Future of BJP.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(29.8.2007)
** Politics and Government-Political parties-BJP.

468 DUBEY, Abhay Kumar
PAI, SUDHA(ED): POLITICAL PROCESS IN UTTAR PRADESH, 2007 Delhi, Pearson education.

** - Keywords
Analyses the efforts of BJP to create a majoritarian democracy based on Hindutva under the control of the upper castes.
** Politics and Government-Political parties-BJP.

469 GUPTA, Smita
PAI, SUDHA(ED):POLITICAL PROCESS IN UTTAR PRADESH, 2007 Delhi, Pearson education.

Examines the rise and fall of the Hindutva project of the BJP in UP politics.
** Politics and Government-Political parties-BJP.

470 JHA, Suman K and BHATTACHER JEE, Kallol
At a loss.
WEEK, V.25(No.34), 2007(22.7.2007): P.16-18

Comments on the position of BJP after UP debacle.
** Politics and Government-Political parties-BJP.

471 PUNJ, Balbir K
Leave the left out foreign policy.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(31.8.2007)

Discusses the views of BJP on terrorism and nuclear agreement.
** Politics and Government-Political parties-BJP.

472 SANGHVI, Vir
Jai Sri Ram, comrade?
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(29.8.2007)

Focuses on confusion in BJP over its stand on nuclear deal.
** Politics and Government-Political parties-BJP.

473 SHARMA, Tyagraj
BJP on tenterhooks.
STATESMAN, 2007(30.8.2007)

Discusses BJP’s position in Karnataka's present political scenario.
** Politics and government-Political parties-BJP.

474 TIWARI, Badri Narayan
BJP's political strategies: Development, caste and electoral discourse, P.136-156, in.
PAI, SUDHA(ED):POLITICAL PROCESS IN UTTAR PRADESH, 2007 Delhi, Pearson education.
** Politics and Government-Political parties-BJP.
-POLITICAL PARTIES-BSP

475  PAI, Sudha
From dalit to savarna: the search for a new social constituency by the Bahujan Samaj Party in Uttar Pradesh, P.221-240, in.
PAI, SUDHA(ED): POLITICAL PROCESS IN UTTAR PRADESH, 2007
Delhi, Pearson education.
 ** Politics and Government-Political parties-BSP.

476  VIVEK KUMAR
Bahujan Samaj Party: some issues of democracy and governance, P.241 272, in.
PAI, SUDHA(ED): POLITICAL PROCESS IN UTTAR PRADESH, 2007
Delhi, Pearson Education.
 ** Politics and Government-Political parties-BSP.

-POLITICAL PARTIES-COMMUNIST PARTIES

477  MUKHERJEE, Rudrangshy
The red blunders: the communists have consistently betrayed national interests.

Analyses that the history of Indian communism is the story of a series of historic blunders.
 ** Politics and Government-Political parties-Communist parties.

-POLITICAL PARTIES-CONGRESS

478  MAHURKAR, Uday
Setting new records.

Examines the political strategy of congress in Gujarat.
 ** Politics and Government-Political parties-Congress.

-POLITICAL PARTIES-CPI(M)

479  ARUN, T.K.
Limits to Leftist pragmatism.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(30.8.2007)

Comments critically on CPI(M)'s party policies.
 ** Politics and government-Political parties-CPI(M).

480  BASU, Uday
Prop for the marxist party.

Critically comment on CPI(M) parties ideology.
 ** Politics and Government-Political parties-CPI(M).

** - Keywords  78
-POLITICAL PARTIES-CPI(M)

481 BHAMBHRI, C.P
Left with little choice.
PIONEER, 2007(30.8.2007)

States that left should support the congress on issue to issue base to avoid opportunist regional parties.  
** Politics and Government-Political Parties-CPI(M).

482 BHATTACHARIYA, Satarupa
Command failure.  
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.29), 2007(17.7.2007): P.20-21

Discusses how CPI(M) leadership grapples to contain the growing discord within the party.  
** Politics and Government-Political Parties-CPI(M).

483 CHAUDHURI, Parmit Pal
Peter Pan syndrome.  
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(27.8.2007)

Discusses differences between West Bengal leadership of CPI(M) General Secretary Prakash Karat.  
** Politics and government-Political parties-CPI(M).

484 DASGUPTA, Swapan
Unprepared for battle: Mysteries behind the CPI(M)' extreme reaction.  
TELEGRAPH, 2007(24.8.2007)

Analyses the reason behind the Left parties agitation over Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.  
** Politics and government-Political parties-CPI(M).

485 PHDNIS, Aditi
Left Prime Minister.  
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(25.8.2007)

Critically comment on CPI(M) ideology.  
** Politics and government-Political parties-CPI(M).

486 ROY, Subir
Living with the left enemy.  
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(31.8.2007)

Comments on CPI(M) economic policy.  
** Politics and Government-Political parties-CPI(M).

487 SANGHVI, Vir
What is the communist manifesto?  
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(19.8.2007)

** - Keywords  79
States that left parties has lost their image of ideological honest party over the recent years.
** Politics and government-Political parties-CPI(M).

488 SARDESAI, Rajdeep
Karat and stick.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(17.8.2007)

Evaluates Prakash Karat's tenure as the general secretary of CPI(M) and his tactics in coalition politics.
** Politics and government-Political parties-CPI(M).

489 SEN, Ronojoy
Left in the past.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(22.8.2007)

Discusses Left's ideology to oppose United States in every matter.
** Politics and government-Political parties-CPI(M).

-POLITICAL PARTIES-DMK

490 SURESH, M.P.
Family feud in the DMK.
** Politics and government-Political parties-DMK.

-POLITICAL PARTIES-REGIONAL PARTIES

491 MENON, Amarnath K
Yesterday once more.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.25), 2007(June): P.20-21

Focuses on the meetings of regional chiefs to seek an alternative to the Congress and BJP.
** Politics and Government-Political parties-Regional parties.

-POLITICAL PARTIES-SP

492 VERMA, Anil K
PAI, SUDHA(ED):POLITICAL PROCESS IN UTTAR PRADESH, 2007 Delhi, Pearson education.
** Politics and Government-Political parties-SP.
expresses concern over India's vulnerability to Islamic totalitarianism and religious terrorism.

** Politics and government-Political philosophy and ideology-Fundamentalism.

-POLITICAL STRUGGLE-(SRI LANKA)

Discusses offered general pardon to LTTE men in Sri Lanka and its impact on political scenario.

** Politics and government-Political struggle-(Sri Lanka).

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Discusses how `good governance and development are to be related.

** Public administration.

Deals with the Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh's call for regulating the regulators to gain a quantum leap in India's economic growth.

** Public administration.

Addresses the need for rapid growth and institutional coherence as
well as equity and accountability of governance (Issues discussed at the meet held in the Institute for economic growth).

--- OMBUDSMAN

499 KAUSHISH, Ponnam I.
Enact Lok Pal Bill at the earliest.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(23.8.2007)

--- ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS

500 AIYAR, Yamini
Visible Government for invisible people.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(22.8.2007)

Advocates for urgent governance reforms to deliver the benefit to poor.

501 MAIRA, Arun
Top-down won't work.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(22.8.2007)

Discusses the lack of an effective system to actually deliver growth to poor and also demand a collective effort to correct the system.

--- CIVIL SERVICES-PAY COMMISSION

502 HOTA, A. C.
Paymaster’s day: Cordeal pay commission.
STATESMAN, 2007(20.8.2007)

503 JAIN, Sunil
Pay commission disaster.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(20.8.2007)

--- CORRUPTION

504 ABRAHAM, Vinu
Scandal sheet.
WEEK, V.25(No.33), 2007(15.7.2007): P.32-33

Investigates into the charges of taking bribe from Lottery Mafia
-CORRUPTION

King pin against CPI(M) newspapers in Kerala.
** Public administration-Corruption.

505 GILL, K.P.S.
Promises galore but no delivery.
PIONEER, 2007(18.8.2007)

Discusses deep rooted corruption in civil and political field posing hurdle in delivering benefits to needy.
** Public administration-Corruption.

506 JAITELY, Jaya
Open letter to Mr. Q: From an accused Indian to a free Italian.
PIONEER, 2007(21.8.2007)
** Public administration-Corruption.

-LAW AND ORDER-CYBER CRIME

507 BRAHMA, Mahul and CHERIAN, Jacob
Cyber policing.
THE ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(31.8.2007)

Discusses the need of Cyber security.
** Public administration-Law and order-Cyber crime.

508 RYDER, Rodney and WARIS, Salman
Another information revolution.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(25.8.2007)

Discusses about the need of Data protection and Data Privacy Law.
** Public administration-Law and order-Cyber crime.

-LAW AND ORDER-INTERNAL SECURITY

509 ALEXANDER, P.C.
More power to CBI.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(23.8.2007)
** Public administration-Law and order-Internal security.

510 SUBRAMANIAM, Garimella
Security at what cost?
HINDU, 2007(22.8.2007)

Focuses on Chattisgarh's Special Public Security Act.
** Public administration-Law and order-Internal security.
511 ANANDAN, S
Save our souls.
WEEK, V.25(No.34), 2007(22.7.2007): P.20-22

Discusses the recommendations of the Police Act Draft Committee.
** Public administration-Law and order-Police.

512 Narcoanalysis: Dangerous mirage.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.27), 2007(14.7.2007): P2857-2859

Examines the demerits of narcoanalysis tests, which are being increasingly used by Indian police, from constitutional perspective.
** Public administration-Law and order-Police.

513 SEN, Sankar
Don't let cops off lightly.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(30.8.2007)

Advocates for an effort for bringing police under civilian scrutiny.
** Public administration-Law and order-Police.

514 ALBRIGHT, Lawrence
Prison proletariat: Exploiting inmate labour.
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, V.86(No.6), 2007(June): P.20-23

Presents critics of Prison labour policy of United States in view of super exploitation of prisoners.
** Public administration-Law and order-Prisons.

515 FERZAND AHMED
Politics of Conviction.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.29), 2007(17.7.2007): P.22-23

Examines the impact of Bhagalpur Court's verdict Logain massacre on the political scenario of Bihar.
** Public administration-Law and order-Riots.

516 GLENNY, Misha
Drugs trade undermines global security.
TRIBUNE, 2007(23.8.2007)

** Keywords 84
-LAW AND ORDER-SMUGGLING

** Public administration-Law and order-Smuggling; Narcotic drugs.

-LAW AND ORDER-TERRORISM

517 CHAUHAN, Bala
Terrorism beyond fundamentalism.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(28.8.2007)

Discusses various reasons of terrorism which is not only linked with religious fundamentalism.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

518 RANJAN, S
Terrorism hampers economic growth.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism; Economic growth.

519 SURAIYA, Jug
Terror will put over citizen quotient to test.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(30.8.2007)
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

520 THOMSA, Evan
Doctor of death.
NEWSWEEK, V.150(No.3), 2007(16.7.2007): P.18-20

Exposes involvement of Doctor Haneef in London bomb blasts.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism; Doctors.

-LAW AND ORDER-TERRORISM-(INDIA)

521 ABHINAV, Kumar
Black Friday remains with us.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(29.8.2007)

Draws attention towards lack of serious efforts to curb terrorism.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

522 DOVAL, Ajit
Needed: War on terror.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(30.8.2007)

Expresses concern over rising terror threat due to ineffective mechanism and effort to curb the terror activities.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

523 JOHN, Wilson
Threat is for real:Al Qaeda in India.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(24.8.2007)
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

** - Keywords 85
No will to fight terror.
PIONEER, 2007(31.8.2007)

Criticises Government for its indifferent approach in fighting against terrorism.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

Cross border terror persists.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(31.8.2007)

Express concern over cross border terrorism still exist in India.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

Strengthen intelligence:countering terrorist attacks.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(18.8.2007)
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

To fight terror, enlist muslims.
PIONEER, 2007(29.8.2007)
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India); Islam.

Name of the terror.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.29), 2007(17.7.2007): P.46

Discusses Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh's statement over the Banglore's connection in the world wide web of Islamist terror.
** Public Administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

Terrorism and human security.
HINDU, 2007(27.8.2007)
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

Clear and present danger.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.29), 2007(17.7.2007): P.44

States that India has become both a target and a recruitment base for organisations like Al Qaeda.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

Terrorists strike again.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(29.8.2007)

** - Keywords 86
Discusses reasons why Hyderabad is a soft target for terrorists. **Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India-Andhra Pradesh).

-LAW AND ORDER-TERRORISM-(INDIA-PUNJAB)

532 KALIA, Rajesh
Understanding short distance displacement and rehabilitation.
MAN AND DEVELOPMENT, V.29(No.2), 2007(June): P.111-126

Examines the impact of displacement from the periphery of Golden Temple during the heydays of terrorism in Punjab. **Public administration-Law and order-terrorism-(India-Punjab); Refugees and Rehabilitation.

-LAW AND ORDER-VIOLENCES AND DISORDERS

533 NANDA, B.R
Non-violence in the violent world, P.113-115, in.
NARAIN, PRAKASH(ED):HUMAN CONDITION, 2007
New Delhi, Har-Anand Publications.
**Public administration-Law and order-Violences and disorders.

-LAW AND ORDER-VIOLENCES AND DISORDERS-TERRORISM-(AFGHANISTAN)

534 SULTAN, Shahin
Taliban view of Jihad and the Islamic precepts, P.118-134, in.
New Delhi, Pentagon Press.
**Public administration-Law and order-Violences and disorders-Terrorism-(Afghanistan).

-LAW AND ORDER-VIOLENCES AND DISORDERS-TERRORISM-(INDIA-ANDHRA)

535 IYER, Lalita
Call of death.
WEEK, V.25(No.27), 2007(3.6.2007): P.24-26

Expresses doubt over Bangladesh based HUJI-terrorist group behind the Mecca Masjid blast in Hyderabad. **Public Administration-Law and order-Violences and Disorders-Terrorism-(India-Andhra Pradesh).

-LOCAL SELF GOVERNMENT

536 EKBAL, B
Decentralized governance:Kerala experience, P.315-316, in.

** - Keywords
-LOCAL SELF GOVERNMENT

New Delhi, APH Publishing.
** Public administration-Local Self Government.

537 MURALEDHARAN, Sarada
Negotiating frameworks for local development: analyses of the role of District Planning Committee, P.88-118, in.
** Public administration-Local self Government.

538 THARAMANGALAM, Joseph
Why pursuing the public good matters: lesson from Kerala and Cuba, P.119-140, in.
** Public administration-Local self government.

-LOCAL SELF GOVERNMENT-(INDIA-KERALA)

539 JOHN, Moolakkatee Stephen and CHATHUKULAM, Jos
Between Euphoria and Scepticism: ten years of panchayati raj in Kerala, P.54-87, in.
** Public administration-Local self government-(India-Kerala).

-LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT

540 PRABHASH, J
Local bodies election, 2005: Mandate for institutionalising decentralisation, P.41-53, in.
** Public administration-Local self-Government; Elections.

-PRESIDENT

541 Rare moment in time.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(26.8.2007)

Excerpts from President Pratibha Patil's Independence Day Speech.
** Public administration-President.

-PRIME MINISTER

542 DESAI, Ashok V.
Testing hypotheses.
TELEGRAPH, 2007(28.8.2007)

Comment on Prime Minister Manmohan Singh.
** Public administration-Prime Minister.

** - Keywords 88
Analyses points raised in Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's speech on 60th Independence day.
** Public administration-Prime Minister.

Prime Minister's Independence Day speech needs implementation.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007 (19.8.2007)

Comments on Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's speech on Independence Day.
** Public administration-Prime Minister.

PUBLIC HEALTH

Expresses concern over untested chemicals which people uses in their day to day activities.
** Public health.

Discusses low-cost and effective community health programme run by a group of doctor in Chhatisgarh.
** Public health.

India's new HIV/AIDS numbers.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007 (28.7.2007): P3080-3081
** Public health-Diseases-AIDS.

Expresses concern over the apathy of Government and pharmaceutical companies towards the disease of Kala-azar which mostly affect the
poor people.
** Public health-Diseases-Kala-Azar.

-DRUGS

549 SHAHANI, Ranjit
India could miss out on R&D investment.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(20.8.2007)

Discusses Indian patent law with reference to Pharmaceutical sector.
** Public health-Drugs; Patent.

-ENVIRONMENT-DEVELOPMENT DEGRADATION

550 VAGHOLIKAR, Neeraj
Not this North East policy.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(28.8.2007)

Focuses on protest in North Eastern states over projects posing threat to nature.
** Public health-Environment-Development degradation.

-MEDICAL RESEARCH

551 GHOSE, Aurnab and BHATTACHARYA, Palash
Stem Cells.
YOJANA, V.51, 2007(June 2007): P.58-60

Discusses the research on Stem Cells.
** Public health-Medical research.

-MEDICAL TOURISM

552 GAUTAM, Vinayshil
Travel for health.
PIONEER, 2007(30.8.2007)
** Public health-Medical tourism.

-POLLUTION-AIR POLLUTION

553 KATHURIA, Vinish and NISAR, A Khan
Vulnerability to air pollution: Is there any inequity in exposure?
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007): P3158-3165
** Public health-Pollution-Air Pollution.

** - Keywords 90
SANITATION

554 CHAPLIN, Sushan
Partnership of hope: new ways of providing sanitation services in urban India, P.83-103, in.
SHAW ANNAPURNA(ED): INDIAN CITIES IN TRANSITION, 2007
Hyderabad Orient Longman.
** Public health-Sanitation.

PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING
-COPYRIGHT

555 KAUR, Kuljit
Duration of copyright: need for a change.
COMPANY LAW JOURNAL, V.3(No.1), 2007(July): P.16-22
** Publishers and Publishing-Copyright.

RELIGION

556 Apocalypse now: How religion got us into the mess we're in.
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, V.86(No.6), 2007(June): P.36-40

Discusses the religion's role in modern times.
** Religion.

-RELIGION AND STATE

557 BAID, Samuel
Talibanisation of Pakistan.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(28.8.2007)
** Religion-Religion and state; Religious fundamentalism.

-RELIGIOUS FAITH

558 DHONDY, Farrukh
Moveable year.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(22.8.2007)

Throws light on the Parsi New year and states that Xoroastrianism is the oldest monotheistic religion in the world.
** Religion-Religious faith.

-RELIGIOUS FAITH-ISLAM

559 ILAIH, Kancha
Tunneled mindset.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(22.8.2007)

Discusses philosophy of Islam in modern time.
** Religion-Religious faith-Islam.

** - Keywords 91
** RELIGIOUS FAITH-ISLAM

560 MOHAMMED WJIHUDDIN
Inside the world of fatwas.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(26.8.2007)
** Religion-Religious faith-Islam; Religious fundamentalism.

** RURAL DEVELOPMENT

561 YECHURY, Sitaram
Tomorrow starts today.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(16.8.2007)

Advocates for providing better opportunities to rural youth necessary for India to become an emerging power.
** Rural development.

-(INDIA-HIMACHAL PRADESH)

562 SARBJEET SINGH
Distribution pattern of land and livestock among different socio-economic groups in the rural areas of Himachal Pradesh.
JOURNAL OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT, V.26(No.2), 2007(April-June): P.273-291
** Rural development-(India-Himachal Pradesh).

-(INDIA-MAHARASHTRA)

563 SHAHJI PHAND and ARYA, H.P.S
Adarsh Gaon Yojana-way towards Gandhi's dream village:Self-sufficient, prosperous and peaceful.
JOURNAL OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT, V.26(No.2), 2007(April-June): P.207-225

Reveals the distinctive features of 'Adarsh Gaon Yojana' the model of Maharashtra Government for rural development.
** Rural development-(India-Maharashtra).

-RURAL EMPLOYMENT

564 RAI, Parshuram
Job of looting.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(29.8.2007)

Comments critically on failure of rural employment scheme in Orissa.
** Rural development-Rural employment.
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
- ATOMIC ENERGY-NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT

565 ROBERTS, Brad
‘All the king's men?: Refashioning global nuclear order.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, V.83(No.3), 2007(May 2007): P.523-530
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear development.

566 WALKER, William
Nuclear enlightenment and counter enlightenment.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, V.83(No.3), 2007(May 2007): P.431-453
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear development.

- ATOMIC ENERGY-NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT-(UNITED STATES)

567 LEVINE, Haninah
Birth of a nation.
BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS, V.63(No.4), 2007(July-August): P.38-40
Discusses RRW(Reliable Replacement Warhead) programme of United States which deals with its nuclear policy.
** Science and Technology-Atomic Energy-Nuclear development-(United States).

- ATOMIC ENERGY-NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT

568 KRAUSE, Joachin
Enlightenment and nuclear order.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, V.83(No.3), 2007(May 2007): P.483-499
Focuses on nuclear Non-Proliferation treaty.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear disarmament.

569 PILAT, Joseph F.
End of NPT regime?
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, V.83(No.3), 2007(May 2007): P.469-482
Express the need to strengthened the nuclear Non-Proliferation treaty.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear disarmament.

570 RUNLE, Michael
Enlightenment in the second nuclear age.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, V.83(No.3), 2007(May 2007): P.511-522
Argues over nuclear proliferation.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear disarmament.

571 SCHULTE, Paul
Universal vision or bounded rationally?

** - Keywords 93
Examines how far realistically different recent U.S. policies of NPT (Non-Proliferation Treaty).
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear disarmament.

572 SOKOLSKI, Henry D.
Towards an NPT restrained world that makes economic sense.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, V.83(No.3), 2007(May 2007): P.531-548
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear disarmament; Economic growth.

573 GUSTERSON, Hugh
Taking RRW personally.
BULLETIN FOR ATOMIC SCIENTISTS, V.63(No.4), 2007(July-Aug): P.42-45
** Science and Technology-Atomic Energy-Nuclear disarmament-(United States).

574 BANERJEE, Abhijit Vinayak and Somanathan
Much ado about the wrong thing.
TELEGRAPH, 2007(28.8.2007)
Analyses how to make appropriate use of Uranium.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear material and fuels

575 YOST, David S.
Analysing international nuclear order.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, V.83(No.3), 2007(May 2007): P.549-574
Criticises U.S. nuclear policies.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear policy-(United States).

576 Indian exception: Australia's uranium mines.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(29.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-Australia).

577 TARCZYNSKI, Stephende
Australian Uranium for India: Business or strategy?
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(29.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-Australia).

** - Keywords 94
A nuclear Iran is not in India's interest.
TRIBUNE, 2007(20.8.2007)

Analyses India's stand on nuclear programme of Iran in view of its relation to United States.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-Iran).

Relax, Mr. Karat: 123 is a non-starter.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(26.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

Comments critically on comment made by India's Ambassador to US, Ronen Sen.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

1-2-3 for empowering India.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(22.8.2007)

Advocates in favour of Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

Put it on slow fire.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(29.8.2007)

Advocates for going slow on nuclear deal to build majority support over the issue.
** Science and technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

Radioactive reaction.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(17.8.2007)

Analyses the Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).
Nuclear deal: Do not downplay advantages.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(21.8.2007)
** Science and technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

PM's critics sound like lawyers.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(21.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

Five myth and nuclear realities.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(18.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

Grave crisis over nuclear deal.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(28.8.2007)
Expresses concern over 123 nuclear agreement between India and United States of America.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

Nuclear deal demystified.
TRIBUNE, 2007(26.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

Nuclear deal does not prevent testing.
TRIBUNE, 2007(19.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

N-deal must be debated.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(30.8.2007)
** Science and technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

From foreign hand to nuclear deal.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(23.8.2007)
Discusses India's foreign policy.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).
CHOPRA, Pran
Curious silence on Hyde.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(20.8.2007)

Deals with Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's statement in Lok Sabha on August 13 on 123 Agreement.
** Science and technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

DAS, Premvir
Anti-Americanism blinds the Left.
TRIBUNE, 2007(21.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

DASGUPTA, Swapan
BJP, seek don't Hyde.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(28.8.2007)

Analyses BJP's stand on 123 nuclear agreement.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

DESAI, Rajiv
Chinese whispers.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(21.8.2007)

Discusses China's role on the protest carried out by Left parties on Indo-U.S. nuclear agreement.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

DUTT, Barkha
Left in a time wrap.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(18.8.2007)

Gives opinion over Left parties opposition on Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic Energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

GHOSH, Arundhati
Sen and nonsense.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(23.8.2007)

Comments on uproar in Parliament over India's Ambassador in United States Ronen Sen's remarks on nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).
598  GUPTA, Kanchan  
    Americans have sold us a lemon.  
    PIONEER, 2007(19.8.2007)  
    Gives opinion over Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.  
    ** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

599  Indo-US nuclear deal: Rhetoric and reality.  
    MONTHLY PUBLIC OPINION SURVEY, V.52(No.9), 2007(June): P.1-2  
    ** Science and Technology-Atomic Energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

600  IYENGAR, P.K  
    123 agreement is a gilded cage.  
    DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(17.8.2007)  
    ** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United states).

601  JAIN, Sandhya  
    Deal dilutes autonomy.  
    PIONEER, 2007(21.8.2007)  
    States that Indo-U.S. nuclear deal is a threat to India's autonomy and sovereignty.  
    ** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

602  JAISHANKAR, Dhruva  
    Not seeing a good deal.  
    INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(29.8.2007)  
    Focuses on political conflict on the issue of Indo-US nuclear deal  
    ** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India United States).

603  JAISINGH, Hari  
    Playing Hyde and seek with nuclear deal.  
    NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(27.8.2007)  
    ** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

604  JHA, Prem Shankar  
    Left not right.  
    DECCAN HERALD, 2007(28.8.2007)  
    Focuses on the differences over nuclear deal between India and United States.  
    ** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).
States that Left and BJP have miscalculated over Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

Expects a better stand by Congress on conflict with Left on nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

Comments critically on Left parties over nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

Expresses concern over 123 nuclear agreement in case it is abandoned midway by USA.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

Comments critically on 123 Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).
Argues that conflict between left and Congress over nuclear deal will only benefit BJP.

**Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).**

612 KREPOON, Michael and STOLAR, Alex
123 agreement: From bad to worse.
HINDU, 2007(25.8.2007)
**Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).**

613 KRISHNA IYER, V.R
Peaceful atom is a lie.
WEEK, V.25(No.34), 2007(22.7.2007): P.30

Discusses the controversy raging over the Indo-US nuclear deal.
**Science and Technology-Atomic Energy-Nuclear Relations-(India-United States).**

614 KULKARNI, Sudheendra
For UPA is it one, two, three stop?
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(19.8.2007)

Discusses Indo-U.S. nuclear deal as a threat to stability of UPA government.
**Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).**

615 KULKARNI, Sudheendra
Why the Left is right on nuclear deal?
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(26.8.2007)
**Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).**

616 MAHAPATRA, Chintamani
Domestic nuclear divide.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(27.8.2007)

Discusses differences among political parties on Indo-U.S. nuclear deal and its effect on other countries.
**Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).**

617 MALHOTRA, Inder
Radioactive crisis: Congress Left standoff irreconcilable.
TRIBUNE, 2007(24.8.2007)

Examines differences between Congress and Left party over Indo-U.S. nuclear agreement.
**Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).**
MALIK, Ashok
Mr. Advani's next move.
PIONEER, 2007(28.8.2007)

Comments on BJP's stand on nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-
United States); BJP.

MEHTA, Ashok K.
Kill the deal to help china.
PIONEER, 2007(22.8.2007)

Focuses on importance of Indo-U.S. nuclear deal for securing a
power position in Asian politics.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-
United States).

MITGRAJ ASHOK
Left with no purpose.
THE TRIBUNE, 2007(31.8.2007)

Comments on Left parties stand on 123 Indo-US agreement.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-
United States).

MITRA, A.N.
Debate on deal: Not rocket science.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(28.8.2007)

Analyses the criticism made on Indo-US nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-
United States).

MITRA, Chandan
Torrid affair unwinds.
PIONEER, 2007(26.8.2007)

Discusses impact of 123 Indo-U.S. agreement on Indian politics and
political parties.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-
United States).

MOILLY, M Veerappa
Highest feat of diplomacy: Indo-US nuclear deal.
HINDU, 2007(28.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-
United States).

MUSTAFA, Seema
Ronen Sen ko gussa kyon aata hai.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(25.8.2007)

** - Keywords 101
Comment critically on Ronen Sen comment over 123 Indo-US nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

625 NANDA, Prakash
Critics have lost the plot.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(24.8.2007)

Criticises political parties for opposing Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

626 NAYAR, K.P
Left smarting: the crisis over the nuclear deal was in the making for a year.
THE TELEGRAPH, 2007(22.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

627 NEHRU, Arun
Left falls out with Congress.
PIONEER, 2007(20.8.2007)

Comments on conflict between left and Congress over nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

628 NOORANI, A.G.
Dr. Heckle and Mr. Hyde: Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(23.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

629 PARTHASARATHY, G.
Deal will end our isolation.
PIONEER, 2007(23.8.2007)

States that Indo-U.S. nuclear deal will help India to secure a place in international table.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

630 Pillow talks on N-deal.
PIONEER, 2007(29.8.2007)
** Science and technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

631 PURI, Rajinder
Let the public judge.
STATESMAN, 2007(29.8.2007)
Expresses view on nuclear agreement that it should be debated for public.

632 PURI, Rajinder
Roots of UPA crisis.
STATESMAN, 2007(22.8.2007)

Focuses on political instability due to conflict on Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.

633 Put the nuclear deal on hold.
HINDU, 2007(20.8.2007)

634 RAM, N.
Nuclear deal: Key issues and political circumstances.
HINDU, 2007(22.8.2007)

635 RAMAN, B.
Manchurian candidate.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(21.8.2007)

States that Left's campaign against nuclear deal with United States may be driven by China's concerns.

636 RAVI, N.
Will the triumph turn into a tragedy.
HINDU, 2007(27.8.2007)

Expresses concern over self centered politics revolving around Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.

637 ROY, Jayanta
The stakes are much higher today.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(27.8.2007)

Analyses the impact of 123 agreement on Indian economy.
ROY, Subroto
Need for clarity.
STATESMAN, 2007(19.8.2007)

Demands for a transparent and clear analysis of Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

SACHDEV, Robinder
And if India conducts a test?
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(17.8.2007)

Advocates in favour of Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

SAHBERWAL, O.P.
No ambiguity in 123 agreement.
TRIBUNE, 2007(20.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

SEN, Ashish Kumar
Of headless chickens and tactless comments.
TRIBUNE, 2007(23.8.2007)

Analyses the controversy over India's Ambassador to United States, Ronen Sen's comment on Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

SHUKLA, Ajai
123 Zeros.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(28.8.2007)

Discusses 123 nuclear agreement and possibility of mid term election due to lack of consensus on it.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

SIBAL, Kapil
123...get set, go: Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(27.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

SIBAL, Kapil
Deal delivers more than PM's promise.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(28.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).
645 SINGH, Malvika
Clear danger and probable gains.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(25.8.2007)

Criticises on Left parties for opposing Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-
United States).

646 SINGH, S. Nihal
Heaven's won't fall if N-deal dies.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(30.8.2007)

Critically examine 123 Indo-US nuclear agreement.
** Science and technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-
United States).

647 SUBRAHMANYAM, K.
Don't get fooled by China.
STATESMAN, 2007(28.8.2007)

Analyses that Indo-US nuclear deal may be use to counter China's
dominance in Asian region.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-
United States).

648 SUBRAHMANYAM, K.
Faulting 123 for nothing.
TRIBUNE, 2007(25.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-
United States).

649 SUBRAHMANYAM, K.
Let's believe in ourselves.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(20.8.2007)

Expresses views on criticism of Indo-U.S. nuclear agreement.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-
United States).

650 SURYA PRAKASH, A.
Strategic partners.
PIONEER, 2007(28.8.2007)

Comments on various political parties stand on Indo-US nuclear
deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-
United States).

651 SURYANARAYANA, P.S
India and a tale of two U.S allies.
THE HINDU, 2007(31.8.2007)

** - Keywords 105
Discusses reasons behind Japan and Australia taking interest on Indo-US nuclear deal.
** Science and technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

652 THAPAR, Karan
Sen,sense and sensitivity.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(26.8.2007)

Expresses view over Ronen Sen, the Indian ambassador in United States, comments on Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

653 THOMAS, Antony
Let the people decide:Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(21.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

654 VARDARAJAN, Siddharth
Deal breather, not deal breaker.
HINDU, 2007(20.7.2007)

Discusses Left parties stand on nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

655 VARDARAJAN, Siddharth
Taking stock of the Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
HINDU, 2007(17.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

656 VENU, M.K.
Politics of 123.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(21.8.2007)

Focuses on political development in view of Indo-U.S. nuclear deal
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India United States).

657 VERGHESE, B.G
Let history judge:Indo-US nuke deal.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(17.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

658 VERGHESE, B.G.
Prime Minister calls the Left's bluff.
TRIBUNE, 2007(22.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

** - Keywords 106
** ATOMIC ENERGY - NUCLEAR RELATIONS - (INDIA-UNITED STATES)**

659 VISWAM, S
Accept the inevitable.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(31.8.2007)

Analyses present political crisis in India after 123 Indo-US nuclear agreement.
** Science and Technology - Atomic energy - Nuclear relations - (India-United States).**

660 VISWAM, S
Nuclear dilemma.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(17.8.2007)
** Science and technology - Atomic energy - Nuclear relations - (India-United States); Political development.**

661 Viswam, S.
Point of no return.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(24.8.2007)

Discusses the views of various parties on Indo-U.S. nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology - Atomic energy - Nuclear relations - (India-United States).**

662 YECHURY, Sitaram
Tripping up on energy: Indo-US nuclear energy.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(30.8.2007)
** Science and Technology - Atomic energy - Nuclear relations - (India-United States).**

** ATOMIC ENERGY - NUCLEAR RELATIONS - POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT - (INDIA-UNITED STATES) **

663 BASU, Nilotpal
Left nukes Manmohan: 123 nuclear deal.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(20.8.2007)

Examines Left parties response to the 123 text of nuclear deal.
** Science and technology - Atomic energy - Nuclear relations - Political development - (India-United States).**

** INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY **

664 ATAL, Maha
Profiting from social networking.
THE ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(26.8.2007)

Discusses how to make money from Web's social networking.
** Science and Technology - Information Technology.**
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Explain the impact of revolution of Information Technology and correlate it with industrial revolution.

** Science and Technology-Information Technology.

-METEOROLOGY

PRIYADARSHINI, Subhra
Probing snow.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.3), 2007(16.6.2007): P.39

Reveals the success of Indian scientists for developing country's first infrared probe to measure snow surface temperature.

** Science and Technology-Meteorology.

-METEOROLOGY-ENVIRONMENT

DOCTOR, Richard
Carbon Dioxide on the move.
BULLETIN FOR ATOMIC SCIENTISTS, V.63(No.4), 2007(July-August): P.19-20

** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment.

NUSSBAUMER, Patrick
Working of carbon market.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007): P3081-3085

Describes how India can play a significant role in Carbon trading.

** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment.

PRIYADARSHINI, Subhra
High-carbon fields.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.3), 2007(16.6.2007): P.38-39

** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment; Crops.

-METEOROLOGY-ENVIRONMENT-GLOBAL WARMING

CHERIAN, Anilla
Needs of the poor.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(29.8.2007)

Discusses about global climate change challenges.

** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.
CLARK, Ross
West's global warming racket.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(26.8.2007)

Criticises Kyoto treaty on global warming and the advantage taken by west countries with it.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

DAYLE, Leonard
Green collar byzz in America.
STATESMAN, 2007(23.8.2007)

Focuses on conflict in American political classes over issue of control of global warming.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

DUTT, Anuradha
Earth, a ball of fire.
PIONEER, 2007(24.8.2007)

Exposes the real threat behind global warming.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

FAIZI, S.
Bid to subvert Kyoto protocol.
STATESMAN, 2007(29.8.2007)

Comments on America's motive behind organising climate conference in America.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

JAIN, Sonu
And who will foot this bill.
THE INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(31.8.2007)

Expresses expectation with new Kyoto protocol that will be discussed in Vienna in December.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

JOSHI, Sopan
Breakthrough?
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.3), 2007(16.6.2007): P.22-23

Expresses doubt over the success of G-8 Summit held to discuss the issue of climate change.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming; G-8.

MCCARTHY, Michael
Storms and global warming.
STATESMAN, 2007(22.8.2007)

** - Keywords

109
Debates over relation between growing number of hurricane and global warming.

** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

678 RAO, Radhakrishna
Global warming poses grave threat.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(25.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

679 RIFKIN, Jeremy
Time bomb ticks in Arctic.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(24.8.2007)

Expresses concern over environmental danger over Arctic due to global warming.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

680 SARKAR, Jayanta
Green imperialism.
STATESMAN, 2007(19.8.2007)

Criticises the developed countries hegemonic stand in telling developed countries to go for safer alternative source of energy and even slow down their economic growth.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

681 STERN, Nicholas
Don't 'discount' climate change.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(23.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

-METEOROLOGY-ENVIRONMENT-NATURAL CALAMITIES

682 Better planning needed to mitigate flood damage.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(24.8.2007)
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Natural calamities.

683 RAO, Vepa
Beauty and the hidden beast.
STATESMAN, 2007(28.8.2007)

Discusses the uncertain threat of cloud burst in Himachal Pradesh.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Natural calamities.
SATHYAN, Sibi
Not flood-smart, yet.
WEEK, V.25(No.33), 2007(15.7.2007): P.34-36
Details the huge loss to small industrial unit of Mumbai from rain havoc.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Natural calamities.

DASGUPTA, Amritia
Floods and poverty traps: Evidence from Bangladesh.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007): P3166-3171
Suggests some important policy tools like micro-flood insurance etc to mitigate the effects of Catastrophic flooding on the poor.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Natural Calamities-Disaster relief.

LANDS, David S
Why Europe and the West? why not China?
JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES, V.20(No.2), 2007(Spring): P.3-22
Focuses on Technological development of China.
** Science and Technology-Science policy and development-(China).

RAY, Anamika and DUTTA, Ankuran
Science communication.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(26.8.2007)
Discusses channels of communication for dissemination of scientific information.
** Science and Technology-Science policy and development-(India).

JAIN, Ashok and SANJEEV SINGH
ICT:plateform for India-Japan global partnership, P.256-272, in.
PANDA RAJARAM AND FUKAZAWA, YOO(ED):INDIA AND JAPAN IN SEARCH OF GLOBAL ROLES, 2007
New Delhi, Promilla & Co..
Deals with collaboration between India and Japan in Information &

** - Keywords 111
Communication Technology (ICT).
** Science and Technology-Science policy and development-Technical collaboration.

- SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH

689 BOTTAZZI, Laura and PERI, Giovanni
International dynamics of R&D and innovation in the long run and in the short run.
ECONOMIC JOURNAL, V.117(No.518), 2007(March): P.486-511

Estimate the relationship between employment in R&D and generation of knowledge across OECD countries.
** Science and Technology-Scientific and industrial research; Employment and unemployment.

SOCIAL POLICY AND PLANNING

- BACKWARD CLASSES

690 MOHANTY, Amarnath
Affirmative action in India: Alternative perspective.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007): P3151-3157

Examines the social policy of Indian Government for the upliftment of weaker sections and marginalised class.
** Social policy and Planning-Backward Classes.

691 OBC's simply the average Indian.
MONTHLY COMMENTARY ON INDIAN ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, V.48(No.10), 2007(May): P.26-28
** Social policy and planning-Backward classes.

- BACKWARD CLASSES-RESERVATION POLICY

692 PATHAK, Avijit
Alternative models.
YOJANA, 2007(June 2007): P.48-49
** Social policy and Planning-Backward classes-Reservation policy.

693 TELTUMBDE, Anand
Reverting to the original vision of reservations.
ECONOMIC & POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.25), 2007(23.7.2007): P2383-2385
** Social policy and planning-Backward classes-Reservation policy.

- BACKWARD CLASSES-SCHEDULED CASTES

694 GAIHA, Raghav and KULKARNI, Vani S.
Deprivation amidst opportunity.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(19.8.2007)

** - Keywords 112
Analyses the reason behind acute poverty among scheduled caste and scheduled tribe in rural areas.

** Social policy and Planning-Backward classes-Scheduled castes; Poverty.

**CHILD WELFARE-CHILD ABUSE**

695 DABIR, Neela and NIGUDKAR, Mohua
Child abuse: Confronting reality.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.27), 2007(14.7.2007): P2863-2866
** Social policy and planning-Child welfare-Child abuse.

696 SAXENA, Payal
Study abused.
WEEK, V.25(No.27), 2007(3.6.2007): P.30-31

Draws attention towards the startling findings of the National Study on child abuse.
** Social policy and planning-Child welfare-Child abuse.

**CHILD WELFARE-CHILD CARE**

697 ACHARYA, Shankar
Governance and health.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(30.8.2007)

Analyses poor health condition of children in India.
** Social policy and planning-Child welfare-Child care.

698 BHANDARI, Prem
Socio cultural and geographical disparities in child immunization in Nepal.
ASIA-PACIFIC POPULATION JOURNAL, V.22(No.1), 2007(April): P.43-61
** Social policy and planning-Child welfare-Child care.

699 ISRAT RAYHAN and others
Impacts of bio-social factors on morbidity among children aged under 5 in Bangladesh.
ASIA-PACIFIC POPULATION JOURNAL, V.22(No.1), 2007(April): P.65-75
** Social policy and Planning-Child welfare-Child care.

**FAMILY**

700 LALL, Rashmee Roshan
Bride and prejudice.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(23.8.2007)

Focuses on perceived notion of Indians living in other countries
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about not marrying outside their community.
** Social policy and Planning-Family; Non Resident Indian.

-MINORITIES

701 GUHA, Ramachandra
Other travails: Telling the story of the most neglected victims of partition.
THE TELEGRAPH, 2007(18.8.2007)

Analyses that the Bihari Muslims are the most neglected victims of partition who were abandoned three times.
** Social policy and Planning-Minorities.

-MINORITIES-(EUROPE)

702 CHIVA, Cristina
Ethnic minority rights in Central and Eastern Europe: Case of the Hungarian Status Law.
GOVERNMENT AND OPPOSITION, V.41(No.3), 2006(Autumn): P.401-421
** Social policy and planning-Minorities-(Europe).

-MINORITIES-RESERVATION POLICY

703 JODHKA, Surinder S
Perceptions and receptions: Sachar Committee and the secular left.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.29), 2007(21.7.2007): P2996-2999
** Social policy and Planning-Minorities-Reservation policy.

704 MENON, Amarnath, K
Dividing to rule.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.29), 2007(17.7.2007): P.24

Analyses the decision of Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister, Y.S. Rajasekhara Reddy to provide 4 percent reservation for Muslims in educational institutions and Government jobs.
** Social policy and planning-Minorities-Reservation policy.

-REHABILITATION POLICY

705 BIDISHA KUMAR
Troubled in Tehri.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.3), 2007(16.6.2007): P.36-37

Highlights the double jeopardy of the people residing near Tehri Dam who are going to be homeless again due to an airport expansion project.
** Social policy and Planning-Rehabilitation policy.
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706 IYER, Ramaswamy
Towards a just displacement and rehabilitation policy.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007): P3103-3107
** Social policy and planning-Rehabilitation policy.

707 MAHESHWARI, R. Uma
Polavaram:Rehabilitation via forced consensus.
ECONOMIC & POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.25), 2007(23.6.2007): P2385-2387
** Social policy and planning-Rehabilitation policy; Dams.

708 MISHRA, R.N and MAITRA, Anjana
Hirakund Dam:Displacement and development.

Draws attention towards the grievances of displaced people who are still running from pillar to post for the compensation even after 50 years of construction of Hirakund Dam.
** Social policy and Planning-Rehabilitation policy; Dams.

709 KUNJU, N
Make life's evening colourful.
ALIVE, No.296, 2007(June): P.88-90

Gives some suggestions to old age people about how to lead a peaceful and meaningful life.
** Social policy and Planning-Senior citizens.

710 RAJGOPAL, Balakrishnan
Caste system-India's apartheid.
HINDU, 2007(18.8.2007)
** Social policy and Planning-Social classes.

711 THAKUR DESAI, Prerana
Big fraud Indian wedding.

Exposes how the noble practice of mass marriage in Maharashtra is fast turning into money making exercise and a play to garner votes.
** Social policy and planning-Social customs.
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712 HABIB TANVIR
Communicating human values, P.32-40, in.
NARAIN, PRAKASH(ED):HUMAN CONDITION, 2007
New Delhi, Har-Anand publications.
** Social policy and planning-Social ethics.

713 HAKSAR, P.N
Future of humanity and Humanism, P.13-23, in.
NARAIN, PRAKASH(ED):HUMAN CONDITION, 2007
New Delhi, Har-Anand Publications.
** Social policy and planning-Social ethics.

714 IRFAN HABIB
50 years of human values in Indian society, P.80-99, in.
NARAIN, PRAKASH(ED):HUMAN CONDITION, 2007
New Delhi, Har-Anand Publications.
** Social policy and planning-Social ethics.

715 WILSON, Jane Wynne
Humanism and religion, P.56-68, in.
NARAIN, PRAKASH(ED):HUMAN CONDITION, 2007
New Delhi, Har-Anand Publications.
** Social policy and planning-Social ethics; Religion.

716 HAZARIKA, Arup Kumar
The otherside of matrimonial cruelty.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(26.8.2007)

Discusses the misuse of law against dowery.
** Social policy and Planning-Social problem-Dowery.

717 NAIR, V Surendran
Social security-emerging challenges, P.269-282, in.
SURESH KUMAR, R.K AND SURESH KUMAR, P(ED): GOVERNMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT, 2007
New Delhi, APH Publishing.
** Social policy and planning-Social security.

718 DEKA, Trailokya
Micro insurance services.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(22.8.2007)
** Social policy and planning-Social security-Insurance.

719 SUNAINA VASUDEV
Making room for them.
BUSINESS INDIA, No.764, 2007(1.7.2007): P.118-119

** - Keywords 116
Discusses how foreign reinsurers are lobbying hard to be allowed to open branch offices in India.

** Social policy and Planning-Social security-Insurance.

**SOCIAL SECURITY-OLD AGE SECURITY**

720 BLACKBURN, Robin
Case for a global pension and youth grant.
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.29), 2007(21.7.2007): P3023-3026

Advocates for global old age pension particularly for older women.

** Social policy and planning-Social security-Old Age Security.

721 SHAILJA, Chandra
Coping with death.
PIONEER, 2007(23.8.2007)

Focuses on importance of medical counseling regarding old age health problem.

** Social policy and Planning-Social security-Old age security; Public health policy; (India).

722 SINGH, Rajkumar Sushan
Unheard voices.

Applauds the endeavour of Agewell Foundation for drawing people's attention towards the need and rights of older people by organising a symposium.

** Social policy and Planning-Social security-Old age security.

**SOCIAL SECURITY-PROVIDENT FUND**

723 Let the provident fund justify its existence.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(18.8.2007)

** Social policy and Planning-Social security-Provident fund.

**SOCIAL SERVICES-NGO**

724 SAKHUJA, Neha
In and out.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.3), 2007(16.6.2007): P.9-10

Analyses Government's new policy for the voluntary sector.

** Social policy and planning-Social services-NGO.

** - Keywords 117
SOCIAL SURVEY METHODOLOGY

725 KRISHNA KUMAR, T.  
Some basic issues in statistical modeling in social sciences.  
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.29), 2007(July 21, 2007): 3027-3035  
** Social policy and Planning-Social survey methodology.

SOCIAL WELFARE

726 SINGH, Joginder  
Where India doesn't shine.  
PIONEER, 2007(27.8.2007)  
Discusses briefly the reasons behind India's backwardness in human development.  
** Social policy and Planning-Social welfare.

SOCIOLOGY-RURAL

727 CHAUDHRY, D.R.  
Root out khap panchayats.  
TRIBUNE, 2007(21.8.2007)  
Advocates for obligation khap panchayat largely a jat institution comprising of cluster of villages dominated by a particular caste.  
** Social policy and Planning-Sociology-Rural.

SOCIAL ETHICS

728 RAVINDER KUMAR  
Tradition of tolerance in Indian culture, P.41-55, in.  
NARAIN, PRAKASH(ED):HUMAN CONDITION, 2007  
New Delhi, Har-Anand publications.  
** Social policy and planning-Social ethics; Culture and Civilization.

WOMEN

729 MUKHERJEE, Subrata and RAMASWAMY, Sushila  
Empower the privileged.  
Discusses women empowerment and advancement.  
** Social policy and planning-Women.

730 MUKHOPADHYAY, Maitrayee  
Gender justice, Citizenship and development, P.1-14, in.  
MUKHOPADHYAY, MAITRAYEE AND NAVSHARAN SINGH(ED):GENDER JUSTICE  
CITIZENSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT, 2007  
New Delhi, Zubaan.

** - Keywords 118
Explores the meanings of gender justice and the practice of citizenship as shaped by specific, histories, cultures and struggles.
** Social policy and planning-Women.

731 SHUKLA, Rakesh
In a rape the victim's testimony is crucial.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(24.8.2007)
** Social policy and Planning-Women.

732 SWAMY, V. Kumara
In the cause of gender justice.
TELEGRAPH, 2007(29.8.2007)
Focuses on need to educate women about oriented laws.
** Social policy and Planning-Women.

733 TAHIR QADIRY
Afghan women defy tradition.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(24.8.2007)
Focuses on women's condition in Afghanistan.
** Social policy and Planning-Women.

734 WENDLAND, Joel
New beginning: Congress debates new civil rights bill.
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, V.86(No.6), 2007(June): P.24-27
Highlights a nation wide campaign to pass a bill that would outlaw jobs discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity.
** Social policy and Planning-Women.

-WOMEN-MUSLIMS

735 PIPES, Daniel
Ban burqa, niqab.
PIONEER, 2007(21.8.2007)
Advocates for a total ban for burqa in public places.
** Social policy and Planning-Women-Muslims.

-WOMEN-RURAL WOMEN

736 GANDOTRA, V and others
Benefits derived by rural women of Punjab by joining Punjab kisan club PAU, Ludhians.
INDIAN JOURNAL OF SOCIAL RESEARCH, V.48(No.2), 2007(April-June): P.175-182

** - Keywords
Analyses the role of Punjab Kisan club in improving the living styles and quality of life of rural women.
** Social policy and planning-Women-Rural women.

737 SUTAR, Anil S
Caste and patriarchy in the emerging women's leadership in Panchayats: Study from Karnataka.
SOCIAL CHANGE, V.37(No.2), 2007(June): P.40-52

Examines the leadership trait in rural women who hail from the lower strata of the society.
** Social policy and planning-Women-Rural women; Panchayats.

738 ELLIOT, Cath
Valuing women's lives.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(30.8.2007)

Comments on Amnesty International announcement that it will campaign for women to have access to abortion in case of rape, incest or violence.
** Social policy and planning-Women-Violence against women.

739 DEVIKA, J and THAMPI, Binitha V
Changing regimes of empowerment and inclusion in the public: Women and Kudumbashree in contemporary Kerala, P.175-208, in.
OOMEN, M.A(ED): DECADE OF DECENTRALISATION IN KERALA, 2007
New Delhi Har-Anand Publications.
** Social policy and planning-Women-Women and development.

740 SHARMA, Vinod
Kingdom of heaven: Bhutan.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(18.8.2007)
** Tourism-Description and travel-(Bhutan).

741 CHAKROBARTY, S.S.
New airport for Kolkata.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(21.8.2007)
** Transportation-Air transport.

** - Keywords 120
TRANSPORTATION
-AIR TRANSPORT

742 DAVID, Stephen
Fly now drive later.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.29), 2007(17.7.2007): P.26-27

Examines the progress of a new world class airport project that is scheduled to open in Bangalore early next year.
** Transportation-Air transport.

743 FERZAND AHMED
Fasten seat belts.

Examines the modernisation of half-a-century old airports in Bihar and its impact on tourism sector and state economy.
** Transportation-Air transport.

744 MAMA, Harmuz P.
Consolidation? What consolidation?
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(17.8.2007)

Examines the cases of airlines merger.
** Transportation-Air transport; Companies takeover.

745 WOLF, Martin
Break-up of BAA is not the answer.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(29.8.2007)

Analyses the reason behind the poor infrastructure facilities at British Airport Authority(BAA) Heathrow airport.
** Transportation-Air transport.

-AIR TRANSPORT-CIVIL AVIATION

746 Policy for regional airlines.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(16.8.2007)
** Transportation-Air transport-Civil aviation.

747 SARKAR, Ranju and SANJAI, P.R.
Fly the good times to the U.S.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(16.8.2007)

Discusses popularisation of low cost airlines in India.
** Transportation-Air Transport-Civil aviation.

-WATER TRANSPORTATION

748 BRAHMCHARI, R.
Avoid hasty decision on Ramsetu.
STATESMAN, 2007(24.8.2007)

** - Keywords 121
** Transportation-Water transportation.

749 JOHN, Jacob
Sethusamudran Canal: Expensive voyage?
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.29), 2007(21.7.2007): O2993-2996
** Transportation-Water Transportation.

** UNITED NATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
- UN AGENCIES-WORLD BANK

750 NOVAK, Paolo
Accountability to whom?
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.30), 2007(28.7.2007): P3172-3177

Examines the accountability framework provided in World Development Report, 2004 to meet the MDG of poverty alleviation.
** United Nations and International Organisations-UN Agencies-World Bank; Poverty.

** URBAN DEVELOPMENT
- CITY AND TOWN PLANNING

751 SRIVATHSAN, A
Regulating space.

Needs to regulate the space provided to big retail players for the sake of small traders.
** Urban development-City and Town planning.

-CITY AND TOWN PLANNING-(INDIA)

752 BANERJEE, Banashree
Impact of tenure and infrastructure programmes on housing conditions in squatter settlements in Indian cities, P.104-124, in. SHAW ANNA PURNA(ED): INDIAN CITIES IN TRANSITION, 2007 Hyderabad, Orient Longman.
** Urban development-City and town planning-(India).

-CITY AND TOWN PLANNING-(INDIA-MAHARASHTRA)

753 BUNSHA, Dionne
On the streets.
FRONTLINE, V.24(No.13), 2007(13.7.2007): P.20-21

Throws light on the plight of street vendors in Mumbai who are at the receiving end with the rise of malls and with a state sponsored eviction drive.

** - Keywords 122
754 PANAGRIYA, Arvind
Mumbai: Self inflicted wounds.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(27.8.2007)
Discusses lack of proper infrastructure facilities in Mumbai.
** Urban development-City and town planning-(India-Maharashtra).

755 WHITEHEAD, Judy and MORE, Nitin
Revarachism in Mumbai? Political economy of rent gaps and urban restructuring in a global city.
ECONOMIC & POLITICAL WEEKLY, V.42(No.25), 2007(23.7.2007): P2428-2434
** Urban development-City and town planning-(India-Maharashtra).

756 GEORGE, Sushil
Mission imposed on the people, P.95-98, in.
GEORGE, SUSHIL AND NAUTIYAL, SURESH(ED): EVICTION WATCH INDIA, No.II, 2006
New Delhi, Human Rights Law Network.
Criticises UPA Government's National Urban Renewal Mission Programme.
** Urban development-City and town planning-Slum and slum clearance.

757 AGARWAL, Yogi
Where angels fear to tread.
Highlights the protest of slum dwellers over redevelopment of Dharvi project.
** Urban development-City and town planning-Slum and slum clearance.

758 INDU PRAKASH SINGH
Polemics of urban space, P.79-87, in.
GEORGE, SUSHIL AND NAUTIYAL, SURESH(ED): EVICTION WATCH INDIA, No.II, 2006
New Delhi, Human Rights Law Network.
Concern over the homeless population in India.
** Urban development-City and town planning-Slums and slum clearance.

** - Keywords 123
Clearance.

CITY AND TOWN PLANNING-UNAUTHORISED CONSTRUCTION

759 SURESH, M.P.
Tamil Nadu take care from Kerala.

Comments on launching the demolition drive by Tamil Nadu Cheif Minister following the step of Government.
** Urban development-City and town planning-Unauthorised construction.

TOWN AND CITY PLANNING-(INDIA-DELHI)

760 VARSHNEY, Vibha
Fire in the belly.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.3), 2007(16.6.2007): P.46-48

Analyses recent Supreme Court verdict that spells doom for street vendors.
** Urban Development-Town and City planning-(India-Delhi).

URBAN PROPERTY

761 BADAMI, Sudhir P
Check the realtor fiscally.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.3), 2007(16.6.2007): P.52

Examines the implications of the Maharashtra Government's decision to repeal the urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act, 1976.
** Urban Development-Urban Property.

762 Real estate boom in commercial space will continue.
MONTHLY COMMENTARY ON INDIAN ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, V.48(No.10), 2007(May 2007): P.24-26
** Urban development-Urban property.

YOUTH AFFAIRS

763 SINGH, Roopinder
Do you know where your kids are?
TRIBUNE, 2007(25.8.2007)

Expresses concern over the bad activities of youth.
** Youth affairs.

** - Keywords 124
Analyses how nepotism, favouritism and regionalism exist in the recently constituted NSUI's national committee.

** Youth Affairs-Students and politics-(India).